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Concrete Feature Story

A formidable
team

Elite Precast Concrete Ltd and RSG Structures have
once again joined forces to deliver an innovative
and great value solution for a client…
RSG Structures operate as an independent designer, supplier,
and installer of all manner of precast, prestressed concrete as
well as traditional steel frame and membrane covers/canopies.
They use a network of carefully vetted suppliers to ensure
only the highest quality products are included in the portfolio
and by offering a completely impartial service, there is no bias
toward any one particular product, as all are considered on
their individual merits and their suitability. This gives clients
the confidence they are not just being sold to by a salesman
but receiving sound advice from a company that have been
working in this industry for a long time.
This project involved an existing slab with many different
levels, a client requirement for high walls (6-7m), a cover over
the whole bunker and formed part of larger works including
demolition and groundworks.
As the slab was good, it would have been foolish not to use
it, but varying levels meant putting walls directly onto it
would be an issue. Using a varying height plinth caters for the
different levels of the existing slab and allows a level surface
for walls and the roof to be formed.
This plinth was 0.4m at its shallowest and just over 1.2m at
its highest.

There are not too many options available at this sort of
height, L walls or horizontal panels are a possibility but the
foot on an L wall at this height is around 2.6m which
increases the footprint dramatically and panels would require
either stub stanchions or a heavy-duty steel frame with
corresponding large foundations.
Options for the division walls are also extremely limited at
this height and would not be operator friendly with feet or
steelwork in the way.
www.hub-4.com May-June 21 - Issue 68
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This is where Elite Precast’s high strength Legato block comes
into its own. The standard blocks are cast from high quality
50N/mm2 concrete and are 1.6m x 0.8m x 0.8m, weighing
2400kgs. When designed and installed correctly they can form
very large walls to take large loads, including roof canopies
on top. The use of double thickness walls at the base allows
the walls to take the product loading and impact loading of
the operating machinery with ease. With the division walls, a
“footblock” is used which creates a very neat detail and is
also self-cleaning of material.
The cover for all of this is formed using a steel monopitch
frame which is founded to ground externally and to the top of
the walls internally and includes a spill flashing at the top of
the wall.
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The legato blocks are quite simple to
reconfigure into different heights and layouts
which is what makes it such a versatile product.
Times change very quickly and the ability to
have an easily adaptable walling system is
invaluable.
RSG Structures are also pleased to announce
the launching of an industry first inspection
service called SiteSafe.
Where clients have existing walls (constructed
from interlocking blocks, timber sleepers, L
shapes, panels, or anything else) they can
organise a SiteSafe report which includes a site
survey to observe current wall layouts, systems,
the types, designs and how walls are being
used. The client then receives a factual report
which will note where systems in place are
working within design capability, highlight any
areas of concern and recommend remedial
actions to make the site safe, this is then signed
off by an RSG Director and Structural Engineer.
For more information on any of the products
offered by Elite Precast please contact
sales@eliteprecast.co.uk or call 01952 588885
Using this combination of products gives the client huge
versatility as the concrete plinth is the only part of this bunker
complex that cannot be unbolted and taken away to be
reconstructed on another site.

For more information about the wide range of services offered
by RSG Structures (including the new SiteSafe service) please
contact gneale@rsgstructures.co.uk or call Gareth on 08452
997597
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McLanahan
UltraWASH Plants
With a long history of designing,
manufacturing and installing modular
wash equipment, McLanahan’s line of
UltraWASH modular wash plants are the
latest line from the company. Engineered
to include all McLanahan equipment
that helps producers meet their process
requirements, the UltraWASH provides
the reliability, simplicity and efficiency
that producers need from a modular
plant.
All equipment that make up an UltraWASH plant,
including the vibratory screen, hydrocyclones,
dewatering screen, sump and pump, is based on the
company’s well-known, field-proven designs.
UltraWASH plants provide a quick, easy-to-install
processing system. These modular wash systems are
ideal for producers facing criteria such as planning
permits, multiple locations, short-term
deployment, or an unknown/variable feed
stock (e.g. C&D waste streams applications)
that make implementing a customized,
fixed processing solution difficult.
Currently available in six sizes and
configurations, the UltraWASH can
produce up to three
aggregate products and up
to two sand products.
There is a single process
water feed point, as well
as a single effluent
discharge point.

McLanahan currently offers several additional
configurations and add-ons to the UltraWASH,
including:
• Single or dual sand product
• Feed preparation (log washer, blade mill, coarse
material screw)
• Attritioning module for specialty sand production
• Organics removal module
• Water treatment with high density or paste style
thickener
• Filter press for complete wastewater treatment
Ease of maintenance
McLanahan knows the importance of uptime, so the
UltraWASH is designed with ease of maintenance in
mind. The pump trolley service platform allows the
pumps to slide out from underneath the chassis for
greater access when performing maintenance
activities, such as changing the impellers or
replacing casing liners. A foot pedal for lifting the
discharge pipe from the pump and a locking
mechanism for then holding the pipe aloft offer the
clearance needed for the pumps to roll out on the
trolley service platform unrestricted.
A retractable feed conveyor is an option that allows
easier access to the feedbox when it comes time for
servicing. Rather than lifting personnel to the height
of the feedbox to perform maintenance, we bring
the feedbox to them. With the push of a button, the
conveyor will retract and the feedbox will be
brought closer to ground level, making it both easier
and safer for your personnel to maintain the
UltraWASH.
Another maintenance feature included in the
UltraWASH Modular Wash Plants is easier access to
the aggregate hood. Simply remove the section of
grating from the walkway behind the aggregate
hood, slide the aggregate hood back and reattach
the grating in front of it. This creates a platform for
accessing inside the aggregate discharge hood when
needed.
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Quick setup
Because modules arrive in individualized containers, they are
quick to set up and easy to move around for different
configurations. This also makes them easy to transport to
other sites. Assembling each module is simple and takes less
than a day to get the whole plant up and running.
McLanahan has carefully thought of all the details and
features that will make maintenance and efficiency easier –
including two truly unique features. The Eze-Riser allows the
operator to cut pump maintenance time in half, and the Fines
Forward Slide and Aggregate Discharge Hood are included to
increase your efficiency.
Modular Plant For All Your Needs
UltraSAND Modular Sand Plants:
With the greater separation efficiency of
Hydrocyclones/Separators™, the UltraSAND is proven to
provide a higher product yield compared to stand alone
processing equipment. Producers can achieve a much lower
moisture content from the Dewatering Screen, depending on
the characteristics of the sand.
UltraSCRUB Modular Scrubbing Plants
Capable of removing water soluble materials from the
toughest of clays, McLanahan UltraSCRUB Modular Scrubbing
Systems provide a flexible washing option for aggregate
feeds. Arriving on-site in containerized modules, producers will
benefit from the shorter lead times, quick set-up and ease of
transportation offered by the UltraSCRUB.
UltraFINES Modular Fines Recovery Plants
UltraFINES Modular Fines Recovery Plants are a combination
of a Sump, Pump, Hydrocyclones and a Dewatering Screen in a
module that is specifically designed to recover fine solids from
a wash plant effluent stream. The recovered material is
conveyable and stackable, and is suitable for multiple
industries, including sand, iron ore, coal recovery, ash,
industrial sands, frac sand and more. UltraFINES modular
plants recover fine solids to produce a standalone product and
reduce the amount of solids reporting to the settling pond or
downstream equipment.
UltraDRY Modular Dewatering Screens
The UltraDRY Modular Dewatering Screen has a quick set-up
that can be easily added onto any new or existing equipment.
The slow travel speeds of material through the Dewatering
Screen allow for longer sand retention, which generate better
drying time for a consistently dry product.
McLanahan’s Dewatering Screens use the highest G force on
the market, which enables them to handle the largest loads.
An optional pump add-on can provide ideal water placement
for a cleaner product, while limiting water usage.
EcoPRESS Modular Filter Presses
EcoPRESS Modular Filter Presses provide the ability to
optimize tailings management with the recovery of clean,
reusable water. The EcoPRESS Filter Press can address many
typical issues associated with fine material processing,
including full slurry ponds/tailings dams, high material
handling equipment repair costs, limited expansion
capabilities, environmental permit restrictions, high waste
material handling costs and limited water availability.
EcoCYCLE Modular Elevated Thickeners
EcoCYCLE Modular Elevated Thickeners provide a compact
and modular solution for water recycling and sludge handling.
EcoCYCLE Thickeners come complete with motor, pump, floc
dosing station, control panel and control cabin.

Helping Customers Across The Globe
James Nolan, who owns Tri-Parish Sand and Gravel with his
wife, Gail, has always been concerned about the cleanliness of
the products they use in their ready mix facility. They strive to
deliver quality products on the concrete side of their business,
which starts with the material used to make those products.
Tri-Parish Sand and Gravel is a dry mining operation located in
Louisiana, USA. They produce C-33 concrete sand, pea gravel
and #57 concrete gravel for use in their ready mix operation,
Parish Ready Mix.
To better control the quality of their concrete products as well
as lower their production costs so they could pass those
savings onto their customers, the Nolans purchased land for
dry mining their own sand and gravel. They looked at a few
wash plants in different parts of the country for processing
the feed and separating it into the various products needed at
their ready mix facility.
In 2020, Tri-Parish purchased the McLanahan UltraWASH 6206
Modular Wash Plant that debuted at CONEXPO/CON-AGG in
Las Vegas. Availability was a key factor in the purchasing
decision. Tri-Parish needed a wash plant quickly, and the
McLanahan UltraWASH offered an entire wet processing plant
in one compact, modular unit that was ready to run.
“We bought the plant, and we’re very, very pleased with it,”
James Nolan said. “It definitely does way more than they said
it would do.”
While there are a number of modular plant solutions available
in the market, McLanahan is one of the only companies
offering both custom and modular washing solutions. This,
combined with years of processing design knowledge,
provides unmatched industry expertise in providing the correct
solution for your application.
McLanahan Corporation was founded in 1835 in
Hollidaysburg, Pa., USA. Today, the company is in its fifth and
sixth generations of family ownership with offices that
provide local service and support in Asia, Australia and Asia
Pacific, Europe, Latin America and North America.
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We have also introduced a brand-new section on the website for 2021 –
New Product Features.
This is on the website home page and is dedicated to new equipment launches
and is also included in our weekly e-newsletter. It is a great platform for your
launch and includes bookable time slots so you can maximise on your launch.
Our increasingly popular social media packages are also available across all our
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Onwards into 2021:
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looking brighter!
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Power meets portability
in new I4C Compact
Impact Crusher

Innovative new design features deliver high production, reliability, and
efficiency across applications
McCloskey International has unveiled the I4C,
the latest entry into McCloskey's impact crusher
line. In a class of its own, it brings the power
and productivity of an 1125mm (44.3") impactor
to a compact footprint for maximum
maneuverability. Taking the original impact
crusher design and transforming it into a heavyduty compact product that is even more flexible
and productive, the new mobile crushers
maximize the efficiency of any project site.
Built to the same high standards as full-size crushers, the new
I4C delivers additional convenience and choice to suit every
customer’s needs. McCloskey engineers have adapted the
design to meet the evolving requirements of today’s projects
and operations by developing more compact products while
maintaining the same high standard of McCloskey durability,
reliability, and quality.

The I4C compact impact crushers have several features that
enhance their operation. The 44” impact crusher has been
designed with a deeper chamber, creating greater tramp
release space. With an aggressive blow bar and apron design,
4 bar variable speed rotor, and three crush zones with an
optional fourth strike, the I4C can be set up as a primary or
secondary crusher in some of the toughest materials.
A new asymmetric feeder reduces bridging that can occur in
some applications and combined with the single unit feederhopper construction, delivers better motion and vibration for
the material as it moves into the impact chamber. Maximum
efficiency of material flow is delivered end-to-end with the
I4C - from the feeder to the new curved belt on the main
conveyor that better manages material delivered to its
impressive 4m high stockpile. With quick release and ground
level access, the conveyor belt is also easy to maintain and
service.

As with all McCloskey equipment, safety is paramount, and
the I4C is equipped with several features to ensure the
workplace and the operator are secure. A chamber door safety
sensor, built in safety shutdown functions, chamber safety arm
and an innovative platform for changing blow bars all
contribute to the safe operation and maintenance of the
equipment.
Simplicity is key, with ease-of-use and safety considerations
built into the low voltage electrical system, hydraulics, and
control panel. Higher engine power delivers cost efficiency by
delivering maximum production levels and is, size-for-size,
McCloskey’s most powerful impact crusher.
“Listening to our customers is a core element of our design
engineering across all product lines. We are bringing to the
I4C to market to respond to the demand for a heavy duty,
high production impact crusher with high mobility and
enriched safety features. The I4C is an exciting entrant to the
category, and we look forward to working with our global
dealer network to fulfill the demand for these products,” said
Toni Laaksonen, Senior Vice President, McCloskey
International.
For maintenance ease most components are identical between
models to simplify spare parts. Ground level access allows for
quick service and maintenance, reducing the downtime for the
operation.
These compact, mobile crushers are suited particularly to
construction and demolition recycling, asphalt recycling, and
aggregates. The new impactors deliver high performance and
expanded versatility in a highly mobile lineup to customers
around the world. With their fast set-up time and ability to
nimbly move around in tight spaces, the crusher’s small
footprint is uniquely suited to heavy duty applications where
mobility and high production are key.
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Powerscreen reveals
concept battery-powered
screener in response to
decarbonisation challenge

Powerscreen, the world’s leading provider of
mobile crushing and screening equipment, is
responding to the industry’s decarbonisation
challenge by providing solutions that work
towards minimised environmental impact and
greater sustainability. Powerscreen’s
decarbonisation story begins with the
introduction of the concept of mobile crushing
and screening, has evolved to increase fuel
efficiency and looks to the future with
Powerscreen’s electrification strategy, including
an exciting, brand-new concept for the future of
crushing and screening—the Eco-Warrior battery
powered screener.
Neil Robinson, Powerscreen Product and Applications
Manager says, “Some may view this topic as a recent trend,
but for Powerscreen, decarbonisation is multi-faceted and has
always been at our core. The Powerscreen mobile concept has
always contributed towards decreasing the carbon footprint
per tonne of material produced. This is done by reducing
unnecessary material handling of hauling and loading
material to static plants in aggregate production or in the
ability to recycle and reuse material at point of use, for
example in roadbuilding projects where sub-base material is
produced in situ. Using stockpiling conveyors as part of a
track mobile set-up is another perfect example of how-to cutout unnecessary double handling, reducing fuel consumption
and therefore carbon production.”
Powerscreen has evolved its product range to reduce
environmental impact by making its crushing and screening
equipment as fuel efficient as possible, using direct drive
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systems for its crushing range and improving engine
capabilities and drive-line design for its screening range. Neil
explains, “Direct drive systems are proven to be 13-18% more
fuel efficient when compared with hydrostatic, resulting in
significantly less carbon emissions, while improvements to our
screening range has reduced engine speeds from 2,200rpm to
1,800rpm, which not only means cleaner engines with less
emissions, but also reduced fuel usage and therefore carbon
produced. For example, a typical mid-size screener running at
1,000 hours per year, has a fuel usage reduction of
approximately 450 litres, which equates to 1.2 tonnes less of
carbon produced annually.”
Another important tool for fuel efficiency is Powerscreen
Pulse™, in-depth machine telematics that helps customers
see how and where their machines are being operated,
understand fuel consumption and carry out fault-finding
activities to ensure optimised performance. Neil explains,
“Powerscreen was the first mobile crushing and screening
manufacturer to offer in-depth machine telematics with the
launch of Powerscreen Pulse™ in 2013. In the early days, it
generated a large volume of data, but now our system has
been refined to deliver actionable information with
customised reports and suggested actions for more fuelefficient operation.”
Electrification is currently a key focus of the Powerscreen
decarbonisation strategy. The Powerscreen Hybrid range,
designed to give customers alternative energy options to
operate their range of crushing, screening and conveying
equipment, has been dramatically enhanced to include more
fully electric crushers and screeners as well as models
powered by innovative combinations of diesel and electricity.
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These options enable customers to choose
which fuel to use, depending on cost,
location and availability, and are of
particular benefit to customers who operate
in an area where electricity is more cost
effective than diesel fuel, where diesel
engine noise is unwanted or on sites where
electricity is the preferred energy source.

Warwick Ward
announce new
partnership with Zato

Neil continues, “Customers using
Powerscreen Hybrid units powered off the
grid have been able to reduce onsite carbon
emissions by 57% per tonne of material
produced. While our hybrid customers have
traditionally been in environmentally
conscious countries and states, where
legislation or financial incentives are more
focused on green energy, we are witnessing
a significant uptake in non-traditional
locations, as customers prepare to comply
with increased government drives for carbon
neutrality.”
Powerscreen continues to spearhead the
industry’s drive for decarbonisation and a
clear demonstration of this is a brand-new
concept for the future of crushing and
screening—the Eco-Warrior™ battery
powered screener. Working closely with
automotive technology and using top of the
range, hyper efficient drives and intelligent
control systems, the Eco-Warrior battery
powered screener has been designed to
deliver on the powerful screening action
that Powerscreen machines are famous for,
while being a self-charging, or plug-in,
model that features a simple, quiet engine
with no after-treatment requirements. The
required engine size has been cut in half
compared with the diesel hydraulic unit and
the battery pack can mean emission-free
running or give a power boost.
Neil says, “To the best of our knowledge
this is the first battery powered screener in
the world and has been clocking up testing
hours since it was built in 2019. It still
delivers on the powerful screening action
that Powerscreen machines are famous for
and we are now exploring taking it from
concept to mainstream.”
Concluding, Neil says, “This isn’t a publicity
stunt; the drive for decarbonisation is real,
with the UK, and other governments ruling
that carbon emissions have to be reduced
by 80% by 2050. It’s critical that we
dramatically reduce our carbon footprint
and Powerscreen has many solutions
available today in support of this. However,
we’re not stopping there—we’re taking it to
the next level, continuing to be the pioneers
in adopting technology that supports the
industry in meeting the requirements of
government decarbonisation laws—this is
the future.”

Warwick Ward (machinery) Ltd announce their new
partnership with Zato srl as the sole UK dealer for their
range of metal shredders and shears.
“Zato srl is undergoing an unprecedented period of global expansion.
Having Warwick Ward service the very important UK market fits in well
with our philosophy of providing professional sales advice and excellent
after sales service in each country that we operate. We are very pleased to
have them as part of the team” Luigi Cominetti, Commercial manager
Zato.
Joint Managing Director Ashley Ward said “We are delighted to announce
our collaboration with Zato and are excited about the partnership. Zato
have an excellent reputation in the global market and their range of
products fill a gap in our overall product portfolio. These are high quality
products that are designed and built specifically for the scrap processing
and metal recycling sector. The Zato range compliments perfectly our other
premium brand offerings. It’s another exciting development and
progression for the Warwick Ward group and fits very well with our
continued growth strategy, opening up lots of new opportunities.”
The Zato products will be sold alongside our existing construction and
recycling offerings. For further information about the Zato range of
equipment contact a member of their recycling sales team.
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Screen Star
Austrian based Rubble Master have long been
known for their impact crushers, but
increasingly it’s their range of screens that is
creating news for their UK based reseller, Red
Knight 6.
Midlands based crushing and screening specialists,
Chapman’s, has recently added to the fleet of 4 Rubble Master
crushers (2 x RM 100GO!, 2 x RM 120GO!) with 9 of the RM
screens, all purchased through RK6.
“Rubble Master is a brand we trust, their machines are well
built and get the job done, but the screen range has helped
take our business to the next level,” said Matthew Crofts,
director at Chapman’s.
One of the primary materials that Chapman’s deal with is RAP,
meaning the business were looking for a machine that could
handle that as well as a variety of rock and C&D waste. After
demonstrations of both Rubble Master crushers and screens
the decision was taken to invest in a fleet of machines to help
take the business to the next level.
“Not all crushers can handle RAP, along with other materials,
but the Rubble Master impact crushers just stood out. When
we then trialled the screens we saw how well the ranges
work in tandem, and as stand alone machines. They are as
good as anything I’ve seen in my many years in this
business,” continued Matthew.
“With the high throughput of an impact crusher we required a
screener with high efficiency and capability. Our fleet of RM
machines gives us that and the capacity to deal with a range
of material, whilst producing good quality aggregate,”
continued Matthew. “Add working with the RK6 team into
that and we have a very strong level of support, both in
servicing and after sales. It’s the complete package.”
“The volume of machines that Chapman’s have is testament
to the brilliance of the Rubble Master machines. They’ve
obviously benefitted from good value for money with bulk
buying, but they are a business that know exactly what they
want and what has to work for them. The team are exacting
in their requirements, but it’s the type of challenge we love
working in partnership with customers on,” said Paul
Donnelly, MD of Red Knight 6.

The full fleet of Rubble Master machines
run by Chapman’s:
2 x RM 100GO! Crushers
2 x RM 120GO! Crushers
1 x HS5000M scalping screen
5 x HS7500M scalping screen
1 x MSC8500M finishing screen
1 x MSC10500M 2D finishing screen
1 x MSC10500M 3D finishing screen
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RM 120X – second RM crusher at Thomas
Bros. Excavations (Luton) Limited
RM NEXT: enhanced safety, user-friendliness & efficiency…
The RM Group once again sets new standards in
user-friendliness with RM NEXT. As the first
NEXT philosophy crusher, the RM 120X
combines maximum safety with maximum
performance and flexibility. The high
throughput capacity combined with the new
features already convinced several UK
customers. One of them is Thomas Bros (Luton)
Ltd.
Thomas Bros. Excavations (Luton) Limited specialise in bulk
excavation, demolition, crushing, aggregates, and waste
management services. They first purchased a Rubble Master
crusher, the RM 90GO! in 2017 from RK6 to crush C&D
material, glass, and aggregate from their wash plant.

The machine performed very well for them, but as the
company grew, they needed something that could process
more material and could handle recirc. At a demo they had a
look at the newly introduced RM 120X. “We talked to some
operators who already had experience in operating the
machine. The feedback was fantastic. They were extremely
happy with the throughput. Also, the traffic light system which
enables the operators to focus on one aspect of the machine,

rather than splitting time between the feeder and the belt
were highly recommended,” explains Andrew Burton, business
owner. Therefore, they decided to purchase the RM 120X as
their second RM crusher from RK6.
RM 120X – first crusher within the RM NEXT
philosophy
In a nutshell, RM NEXT focusses on four points. Extended
service is one of them, which includes both the standard fiveyear warranty - an industry first - and the annual service.
Simplicity is ensured despite the additional features,
equipment options and configurations that have been
developed based on customer requirements. "Operating an
RM 120X still involves only a few buttons. The built-in screen
is only used to display information and has no sub-menus. We
have received valuable input for this operating concept from
our customers around the world, and the controls and display
meet the specifications on job sites 100%," says Hanisch.
The RM Group has always been one of the pioneers in terms
of safety in the past. Gerald Hanisch's vision has now become
reality. With RM NEXT and the comprehensive operatormachine interface, the operator no longer has to enter the
danger zone while operating the machine and can see light
signals indicating both the status and current workload of the
crusher from the excavator cab.
An additional focus was on the optimisation of material
throughput. Here, the world market leader implements jobspecific crushing equipment for the respective material and
real-time analysis. This reduces running costs and increases
turnover. Optimisation starts with the machine configuration,
which is why 5 main application cases have been developed
with the necessary equipment options. In addition, the
performance indicator on the machine and the RM GO!
SMART can be used to immediately detect and implement any
potential improvement.
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Envar Composting invest in a
Peterson 2710D track-mounted
horizontal grinder
Part of Heathcote Holdings, Envar Composting
Ltd is an organic waste and biomass recycling
operator specialising in the sustainable and
cost-effective processing of waste streams on
behalf of local authorities, commercial
customers’, and industrial customers across the
UK.
Envar process the following waste streams:
• Green waste
• Food waste
• Mixed food and green waste
• Specific organic waste
• Virgin woodchip for biomass
Green waste, food waste and specific organic waste (including
biodegradable packaging) is processed through both in-vessel
technology and windrow composting to produce a PAS100
compost and CQP-certified soil conditioner.
Both technologies produce PAS100 QP certified compost. The
resulting product is put to good use by a range of end-users
including farmers, soil blenders, commercial gardeners, sports
and amenity sector, and house builders.
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With the Head Offices in Pluckley, Kent the company operates
biomass operations alongside the composting operations with
the flagship Cambridgeshire site processing virgin woodchip
from tree surgeons and gardeners to produce a chip which is
used in a variety of sources including large scale biomass.
Recently the company have invested in a Peterson 2710D
track-mounted horizontal grinder which has been supplied by
the UK dealer, Neutron Equipment Ltd who are based in
Reading, Berkshire.
Neil Hodson – Operations Manager, takes up the story, “After
a couple of on-site demonstrations, we found that the
Peterson was the right choice for us.
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L-R: Envar Staff - Stephen Hansen Operations Supervisor,
Stephen Hansen Operations Supervisor, Neil Hodson
Operations Manager

“One big feature which stood out was the ease of operation
for changing knives and screens, we have found it very
maintenance friendly which is particularly good for our
operators.

Neil, continued, “Hiring the machine is a massive opportunity
for us. Within the Heathcote group of companies, we can offer
both the hire, onward haulage of materials and placement of
the products that are processed.”

“Throughput is extremely high at 60-70tph, it is a real beast
and makes the operator sweat as they must keep up with it!”

Peterson 2710D Track Mounted Horizontal
Grinder:

Increased processing efficiency

Weighing in at 31 tonnes the 2710D is powered by a
Caterpillar C18 Tier IV, 755 hp engine. Featuring the Peterson
Impact Release System (IRS) your investment is fully
protected. The 2710D features an adaptive feed system, a 20bit drum rotor, pinned 18 bits and 4 Grates, 180°,with an area
of 1.95m². A high production rate of 80tph for green waste
and 60tph for wood waste completes the specification of this
tough shredding machine.

The new Peterson 2710D is ideally suited to site clearances for
biomass production and can process a wide range of
materials including green waste, waste wood, logs, roots,
stumps, and many types of vegetation. All of which is ideal to
be fed into the Envar biomass operation and offers the ability
to take the machine to their sister sites.
With faster processing this has equated to reduced operating
hours which has allowed Envar to hire the machine out (with
a skilled operator).

Neil concluded, “Since purchasing the machine from Neutron
Equipment Ltd our relationship has been excellent, they have
been very supportive, and their back up service is very good –
a first class team!”
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High Speed Hamilton
Hamilton Waste & Recycling Ltd has invested in a new Terex Ecotec TBG 630
high speed shredder from the recycling machinery experts Molson Green as
the East Lothian based recycler continues to position itself at the forefront of a
more resource efficient Scotland…
From their main
location, Smeaton
Recycling Centre in
Musselburgh,
family-owned
Hamilton Waste &
Recycling have built
a strong reputation
throughout central
Scotland as one of
the leading waste management companies since
their formation in 2002.
Currently operating from three locations, their flagship
Smeaton processes up to 170,000t of waste per year from
Edinburgh, East Lothian and the surrounding areas. It has
already been recognised for modelling excellence when it was
awarded the prestigious title of, “Material Recycling Facility of
the Year”, in 2018 at the MRW awards held in London.
The site that was first opened in 2014 currently runs over 30
wagons, offering a mix of Skip Hire, C&D, C&I, kerbside
collections and aggregate recycling streams. Located just off
the Edinburgh bypass, the centre is ideally located to service
customers throughout central Scotland.
But volume is not the key for David Hamilton, who said, “We
are totally committed to the concept of giving waste new life
and in doing so supporting the development of a more
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circular economy here in Scotland. We are already – recycling
and diverting 98% of all materials that come through our
gates from landfill, which is well ahead of the Government’s
2025 target. But we are still striving to improve!”
Smeaton Recycling Centre is brimming with state-of-the-art
recycling equipment, including a mix of mobile and static
material, handling and processing equipment ranging from
excavators, crushers, screeners, and shredders, through to a
full SRF plant. But with such a diverse mix of waste streams,
versatility is extremely important when evaluating potential
new mobile equipment.
With a Terex Ecotec TDS 820 slow speed shredder already
proving its worth in the Hamilton fleet, David and Keir had no
hesitation in speaking to the recycling equipment experts at
Molson Green when looking to replace their high-speed
shredding machinery. Previously running two machines with
one on a, “stand-by”, basis, finding a machine that can offer
the level of reliability required is difficult when operating in
such a tough application.
David said, “Many other recycling companies shy away from
processing difficult materials such as mattresses and
plasterboard, but we have invested in the right machinery and
developed processes to be able to deal with these properly.
Our experience with the TDS 820’s ability to process
mattresses so effectively, as well as its fantastic reliability, has
given us great confidence in Terex Ecotec products. Partnering
this with the level of knowledge from the Molson Green team
throughout the process and their nearby depot in Glasgow, it
was only natural to seriously look at the TBG 630.
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“Although we were initially looking at coming away from
high-speed shredders and steering more towards the midspeed offering, during a site visit by the product specialists at
Molson Green, their team were able to analyse the material
we were looking to process and advise the new TBG 630 as
the right machine for us. Based on previous experience with
high-speed products, I was a little dubious. But with the
successful demonstration proving the 630 gave us an increase
of 25-30% on material throughput with no compromise on
product quality, all with 20% less fuel consumption, I was
happy to accept their recommendation.”
Powered by a 661HP Scania V8 DC16 engine, the tracked TBG
630 has been designed to give the perfect balance of high
levels of material throughput, with low fuel consumption. The
open fronted feeder enables the machine to be fed quickly
and easily from the rear, using six rows of heavy duty drag
chains.
With this independent hydrostatic drag chain and feed wheel
system, the machine has the ability to vary infeed speed
depending on the engine load and rotor RPM. The feeder can
also be stopped, started, and reversed from the push of a
button on the remote. A novel feature is the feed wheel
lift/downward assist, which sees the feed wheel rise over
material, whilst applying a downward force to break up and
push material into the rotor.

At the heart of the machine is the 1,100mm diameter x
1,7500mm wide swinging hammer rotor. This robust, direct
drive rotor rotates at 1000rpm and incorporates 36 upswinging hammers. With a wide selection of hammer designs,
customisable, interchangeable screens are available which
ensure the desired end product material specification is met.
Metal contaminants are always a concern when using a highspeed machine, especially in a recycling application like here
with Hamilton Waste & Recycling, but the TBG 630 has a
clever screen kickback system. Should unshreddable material
enter the shredder, a pressure sensor will automatically
release the screen allowing the material to quickly pass
through, reducing the risk of accidental damage. The screen
can also be released by the operator using the remote control.
Euan Fairweather, Molson Sales Manager said, “Hamilton
Waste & Recycling are extremely well respected in the area
and the fact they have chosen to move to the Terex Ecotec
range of processing machines serviced by our expert after
sales team is a fantastic endorsement for us. With our
comprehensive recycling equipment range and commitment to
raise the bar for after sales support, I hope we can continue
to develop our relationship and become a key supplier for this
forward-thinking business.”
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NEUTRON
EXPAND THEIR
EQUIPMENT
PORTFOLIO
WITH
EGGERSMANN

Neutron are pleased to announce that they are joining forces with Eggersmann GmbH and
will represent them throughout the South of England, Wales, Ireland and Northern Ireland.
The Eggersmann GmbH is one of the leading manufacturers in the recycling industry that
oﬀers a complete product line of mobile and stationary recycling machines. Eggersmann
manufactures and distributes products under the well-known brands BACKHUS, TEUTON,
FORUS and TERRA SELECT and supplies solutions for the most kinds of applications, where
shredding, screening and turning is required.
Eggersmann pays attention to the customer’s needs and provides innovative solutions by
supplying full support, from the ﬁrst idea to the ﬁnal product. Decades of experience and
knowledge are incorporated into the worldwide business of Eggersmann GmbH which
ensures proper results for our customers.
Machine references in recycling facilities and plants all over the world (Europe, Asia, North
and South America, Africa, Australia) verify the high quality and the wide application range of
Eggersmann machines.

Neutron Equipment Ltd will soon be running demonstrations with the TEUTON Z 60, FORUS SE 250 and the TERRA SELECT T 60. For
more information contact info@neutronequipmentltd.com .
The Teuton Z 60, available in Wheeled, Tracked used for the most diﬃcult shredding tasks from green waste & roots to Tyres and C&D
still giving the longest service life. Robustly built and yet mobile on the road with a standard truck. It has a simple operating system with
an almost touch and go principle with 5 shredding programs.
Key for the users is the ASC (Auto Standby Control) where the shredder will rest in idle and automatically detects the material to switch
into shredding its mode. All shredders come with the Minimum Maintenance system (MMS).

Minimum Maintenance System (MMS)
- Lubrication interval only every 250 operating hours. All lubrication points freely accessible from
ground level.
- Oil change intervals only every 500 (1000) operating hours. All operating ﬂuids can be drained
standing on the ground.
- Daily maintenance > air ﬁlter, fuel and DEF - all accessible from ground level.
- Access to the shredding area within couple minutes from the ground.

What will you Shred??

Contact: info@neutronequipmentltd.com
Neutron Equipment Ltd, Field Barn Farm, Beenham, Reading, RG7 5LT

Tel: 01189 712 823

www.neutronequipmentltd.com | Email: info@neutronequipmentltd.com
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TAURUS CHOOSE NEUTRON EQUIPMENT
AS THEIR UK PARTNER
We are proud to announce our partnership with Neutron Equipment Ltd which will allow
us to oﬀer and provide the full range of Taurus recycling solutions within UK.
TAURUS represents the highest expression of research & innovation and is recognised as a
main player within the scrap industry. TAURUS is able to satisfy requirements for Balers,
Shears, Rippers, Two Shafts Shears, Hammer Mills and Reﬁners with an impressive range
of products in scrap recycling to satisfy the needs of customers.
The Colombo family states that “we are undoubtedly satisﬁed with the decision to
cooperate with Neutron Equipment Ltd who will act as <<Taurus UK>>. We are conﬁdent
that this relationship will provide great results for all parties involved. In fact, our
continued market research within the UK territory indicates that there is a demand for
innovative, eﬃcient, and reliable turnkey solutions. In addition to a dependable and
consolidated product, it is important to have an experienced local partner with an into
depth understanding of the market and who is, furthermore, able to support the client
during the sales process and provide aftersales support. For these reasons TAURUS and
NEUTRON chose each other.”
With this agreement TAURUS takes great pride to present the new and renewed
product line that we invite you to visit on the new website www.taurusweb.it.

“CAT”……..
If the Scrap doesn’t go to the shear...
...The Shear goes to the Scrap
“CAT” shear & baler that adapts to your working method. You will
decide, wherever you want it to work, it will follow you. It’s not a new
idea, it’s just a brilliant idea. The supporting structure can be
equipped with 4 cylinders to ensure stability and ground alignment.
In addition, the cylinders allow the shear & baler to be lifted, allowing
loading and unloading from the means of transport, whether it is a
tracked vehicle or a swan-neck semi-trailer. “CAT” can work directly
on the ground. “CAT” series shears & balers are composed of a single
monolithic self-supporting structure. The “CAT” shear is equipped
with the original TAURUS “SWINGING WING” system with
OVERSTROKE on BOTH WINGS SBxc (Patented).

CAT"

C662

C762

C863

C963

Cutting Force
Clamp
Cutting Width
Box Length
Cylinders per wing
Max Compression
force on each wing
Main Cylinder
compression force
Electric Motor
Diesel Engine
Indicative Weight

tons
*
mm
mm
No

600
*
900
6100
2

700
*
900
6100
2

800
*
900
6100
3

900
6100
3

tons

300

300

450

450

tons
KW
HP
tons

150
132
300
80

150
132
300
85

150
200
300
100

150
200
300"
105

900

Neutron Equipment Ltd, Field Barn Farm, Beenham, Reading, RG7 5LT

Tel: 01189 712 823

www.neutronequipmentltd.com | Email: info@neutronequipmentltd.com
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SORT

SHREDD
CRUSHH

SCREENN
Molson Green offer a single source supply option
to the recycling industry
Working with a range of high quality brandss,
Molson Green are in a unique position to off
ffer
the industry a complete range of mobile an
nd
static recycling equipment solutions.

Thanks to a fleet of over 75 fully equipt service
engineers covering England, Scotlan
nd and Wales,
we work with our customers to ensu
ure their machines
are working at optimum performancce in the most
demanding working environments.

FOR MORE INFORMAATION
T

molsongroup.co.uk/green
Molson Group Ltd, Smoke Lane, Avonmouth, Bristol BS11 0YA

MG_A4 Press Advert_Terex EcoTec_April 2021_v3.indd 2

01179 820
8 123

info@molso
ongroup.co.uk
19/04/2021 16:19
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Mentor Training

Controlling the Risk of Fires on
Waste Recycling Facilities
Across many waste recycling facilities in the UK,
we see an increasing risk of fires occurring due to
the amount of unknown dangerous and harmful
substances found amongst everyday waste
materials.

• Minimising the likelihood of a fire happening

These fires can be difficult to extinguish as waste not only
contains combustible and flammable items but also chemicals,
batteries, diesel, and other harmful substances. Waste fires cause
significant environmental harm and direct harm to site staff, the
responders, and local communities - an issue we must be
continually aiming to reduce.

Along with this guidance, WISH (Waste Industry Safety and Health
Forum) has also detailed fire risk advice which expands on how
this can then be implemented on discussing issues such as the
following:

A recent report has found that lithium-ion batteries are the root
cause of approximately 200 waste fires each year. Batteries are
contained in everyday items which make it extremely difficult to
separate when mixed with general waste materials. These
batteries are prone to ignite with no warning – often setting the
surrounding combustible material alight resulting in a large site
fire.
The Environmental Agency has issued Fire Prevention Plan
guidance which applies to operators that accept any amount of
combustible waste on their site. This guidance is based around the
site meeting three clear objectives:

• Aiming for a fire to be extinguished within four hours
• Minimising the spread of the fire within the site and to
neighbouring sites

• Main causes of waste fires in the UK
• Reducing the risk of fires on site
• Non-compliance with fire guidance
• Insurance
• Impact for you and your business
Following the guidance and prevent plans, we can begin to reduce
the number of site fires found on waste recycling facilities and
provide a safer working environment.
For more information on the training services that we can provide
including Fire Safety awareness, contact us on 01246 386900.

Permanent or Electro Overband
Magnet selection
The popular Overband Magnet separates
ferrous metals from conveyed materials with a
magnetic field generated by either permanent
magnets or an electromagnetic coil. The two
designs suit different applications.

Magnet, which is preferably electromagnetic. The recovery of
steel and ferrous metal for recycling is less critical, leading to
a permanent Overband Magnet.
Also, long ferrous metal rods and steel beverage cans are
easier to separate than small ferrous nuts, etc leading to the
use of a permanent Overband Magnet. Electro Overband
Magnets are preferable for smaller ferrous metal separation.
Deep burdens of conveyed material mean suspension heights
are high, thus needing the strong and deep magnetic forces of
an electro Overband Magnet. Permanent Overband Magnet
designs producing deep magnetic fields are exceptionally
large and heavy, making installation costly and difficult.

Permanent Overband Magnet in a waste recycling plant

Bunting is one of the world’s leading designers and
manufacturers of magnetic separators for the recycling and
waste industries.
Overband Magnet selection is always application specific and
related to the installation as well as the ferrous metal
separation objective.
Separating ferrous metal to protect crushers, shredders, and
granulators is critical and requires the strongest Overband

For many installations, such as mobile plant, weight is a
critical factor and permanent Overband Magnets are generally
lighter. The lighter and compact range of ElectroMax
Overband Magnets bridge the gap between the permanent
and electro Overband Magnets, featuring a stronger magnetic
field for enhanced ferrous metals separation.
Permanent Overband Magnets only need power to drive the
self-cleaning belt electric or hydraulic motor, compared with
an Electro Overband Magnets requiring kilowatts of electrical
power to generate the magnetic field.
For applications where the Overband Magnet requires
switching off, the only option is the Electro Overband Magnet.
For further information, please contact us on
press@buntingeurope.com or visit our website:
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Concrete
in motion.
Excellent economic efficiency and high
serviceability are in every detail of our
innovative products.
Our Know-How for your success.
liebherr.com

Concrete Technology
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Stadler completes installation of a
mechanical sorting plant on Ibiza
STADLER has designed and installed the new
50,000 m2 mechanical waste sorting plant that
will serve the island of Ibiza. The facility was
commissioned in December 2020 by UTE
(temporary consortium) GIREF, which is
charged with the planning, construction and
management of the facilities for the Ibiza and
Formentera Waste Management Plan.
Toni Roig, the new facility’s manager for UTE GIREF, states:
“We put out to tender the supply of the equipment and we
analyzed various proposals. STADLER, a company with a
prestigious reputation in the design, supply and installation of
equipment we had already worked with, submitted the best
proposal – both technically and economically – with a
solution that met our requirements.”
Sustainable criteria have guided the design and construction
of the facility, which is located in Ca na Putxa, near the
island’s landfill site. Water obtained by a process of osmosis
from landfill leachate was used to mix the concrete. The
plant’s air purifying system uses a biofilter for odor
elimination. The installation of photovoltaic panels on the
roofing of the 30,000 m2 covered area is planned.
The sorting plant consists of three automated lines. Two
twinned lines are used to sort urban solid waste and light
packaging on separate shifts. A third, independent line is
dedicated to organic waste from segregated collection and
uses the latest sorting technologies for biological treatment
processes.
Luis Sánchez, STADLER Operations Director in Spain, says:
“The process uses the latest technology to increase recovery
rates and sort the majority of the recyclable materials.” The
facility is designed to process up to 120,000 tons of urban
solid waste, 6,000 tons of packaging and 20,000 tons of
organic waste from segregated collection.
The facility aims to comply with European waste treatment
regulations, and strives to be a model for sustainable
operation and for raising public awareness. To this end, the
complex includes a conference room with interpretation
facilities to host guided visits and outreach activities.
“STADLER has supported us and provided specialist advice
throughout the plant start-up process. This has enabled us to
achieve optimal waste treatment ratios in record time. Based
on our experience, we can say that STADLER is synonymous
with professionalism,” adds Toni Roig.

STADLER, cutting-edge technology for sorting
optimization
STADLER facilities feature the most innovative sorting
technologies to increase the sustainability of the process,
reduce the need for landfills and, ultimately, foster a circular
economy.
Thanks to these advanced technologies in the Ca na Putxa
plant, after sorting and bag opening, the waste can be fed
into the screening process, which uses trommels to separate
fractions that are mostly organic from those that have a high
content of packaging and recyclable materials. The organic
material is then refined on two lines to obtain maximum
quality compost and biostabilized waste through a biological
treatment process.
The other materials are processed through ballistic separators.
Depending on their rigidity, they are fed into the different
optical sorting, and ferrous and non-ferrous sorting chutes.
Having gone through quality control, the sorted materials are
stored in automated bunkers for baling at a later stage. The
output at the end of the process consists of PET, PEAD, PEBD,
PP, TETRAPACK, P/C, organic film, iron and aluminium
fractions, and waste.
“We are very happy we chose STADLER to supply the
equipment. They have been extremely professional from the
very beginning and have overcome all the challenges that
come from being on an island location. The Covid-19 global
pandemic hit as we were in the midst of the installation
process. Even so, they rigorously complied with all the safety
protocols, both when the installation work resumed and when
they sent their staff as soon as it was possible. This enabled us
to achieve all the project’s objectives in spite of the
difficulties,” concludes Toni Roig.
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CK International works with
plant builder to deliver a highdensity baling solution for DMR
When a plant builder is installing one of the
biggest MRF plants in the UK, they need to
know that the equipment they use and the
partners they select are of the highest quality
and can deliver on commitments that they make
to the customer. Otherwise, it is their reputation
on the line.
This was the case in 2019 when Blue Machinery (Southern)
Ltd secured a multi-million-pound deal for a MRF plant at
Amgen Cymru (in association with Rhondda Cynon Taf County
Borough Council) in Wales. The plant was designed using
equipment from several leading manufacturers such as
Westeria, Tomra and BRT Hartner. When it came to baling the
sorted materials at the end of the process, Blue Machinery
turned to CK International, a market leader in waste
compaction services, to come up with an ideal baling solution
that would fit the customer’s requirements within the new
plant design.
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WORKING CLOSELY THROUGHOUT THE
DESIGN PHASE
CK International had to be involved from the early stages of
the design process. It was important for the customer that the
balers integrated into the plant and that the sorted waste was
delivered to them without any issues. The material was
designed to come from bunkers and into the balers via large
Westeria conveyors. The collaboration between Blue and CK in
the design process was essential to the smooth running of the
plant. For example, if there was not enough material coming
off the conveyors, then the plant was designed to recirculate
the waste until there was the right amount to make a full
bale. It also meant that the balers supplied needed to able to
handle a large amount of waste. The decision was made early
on that two CKTR82 Twin Ram balers would be the best
solution for this project – this would ensure the bunkers were
cleared quickly and at different times. One baler needed to
cope with the high throughput alone and not negatively
impact the running of the overall plant.
Space-saving was also a priority within the design of the
plant. CK International was able to change the location of the
power packs to ensure the equipment fitted into the optimum
position.
BALING EQUIPMENT
In Amgen’s previous plant, they had two channel press balers.
However, it was clear that these machines were not going to
be sufficient to achieve the bale density that they now
required. They also had seven different materials that they
needed to bale. It was essential that the baling equipment
selected would allow for the changeover of materials easily
without any contamination. It was for this reason that a
CKTR82 Twin Ram baler was the ideal option. This model is
also designed to produce high-density mill-size bales,
optimising space in shipping containers and maximising
payloads.
With regards to the channel press balers that were in the
previous plant, CK International decommissioned these
machines, took them to the customer’s other site and set
them up there.
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DELIVERING ON COMMITMENTS
One of the customer’s key requirements in this project was to
have improved throughputs. CK International committed to a
figure of 8T/hr on each baler to meet the performance criteria
specified. Although this was a big commitment, CK
International knew that their balers could achieve this, and
Blue had the confidence in them to deliver.
The reliability of the equipment was also important, mainly
because the waste material is coming directly off the plant so if a baler breaks down it can affect the entire plant. CK
International have an excellent backup service and fast
response rate, so this was also an area where Blue had
complete confidence in their partner to deliver on.
With a plant of this size and considering the cost of
downtime, delivering this project on schedule was essential.
Blue had to be confident that their partners would stick to
their lead times.
INTEGRATION OF DATA MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
This is a high-tech, automated plant where the control centre
and remote data management is key. CK International had a
programmer on-site for one week, working in partnership
with Blue to ensure that the two balers were fully integrated
with the plant’s SCADA system. The CK International Data
Management System means that the customer can alter the
materials that they are baling at the push of a button. They
also have the capability of changing the material through this
system. The system allows the plant manager to view how
many bales have been processed on a daily, monthly, or
annual basis and gives them a breakdown of material types
baled and any downtime in the machines. All this data is
available on a web browser or mobile phone and is extremely
useful when making any future business decisions.

REAPING THE
REWARDS
Three years on and this MRF
facility is still going strong as
are the two twin ram balers.
The throughput of 8T/hr has
been as promised. In terms of
backup, any callouts or
breakdowns have been quickly
responded to.
Tom Rutherford, Blue
Machinery (Southern) Ltd
explains, “The exceptional build quality of CK International’s
baling equipment is well-known, however, it was their
experience and expertise that shone through with this project.
They offered unique solutions and suggestions throughout this
project which not only benefited the customer but also
assisted our team. Their focus on providing exceptional
customer support meant that we were confident they would
not let us or the customer down. We would not hesitate to
work alongside CK International again for any future projects.
Their expertise in waste compaction equipment is invaluable.”
Amgen’s Operations Manager, Ian McAlister commented on
the benefits they are seeing from the new plant: “This has
been a fantastic project for us. The knowledge and expertise
from everyone involved has been impressive. The new MRF
has given us the versatility to bale all materials on-site. It has
a processing capacity of 18-20 tonnes per hour and around
65,000 tonnes per annum - where previously we were
processing around 32,000 tonnes per annum. With regards to
our bales, we have greatly improved on our bale density and
can better optimise loads for transport.”
Established in 1996 and based in Dungannon, N. Ireland, the
team has grown to over 75 employees. They provide an
excellent after sales service through a dedicated team of
qualified service engineers based throughout the UK &
Ireland. The company also offers a full range of consumables
that may be needed to support balers including baler wire
and strapping.
Additional project information: https://bluegroup.com/studies/blue-southern-secure-multi-million-pounddeal-for-mrf-plant-at-amgen-cymru/
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MST is the
UK sole authorised
supplie
er of VIBY
Highg Tip Buckets.

HIGH QUALITY,
HIGH PERFORMANCE
VIBY HIGH TIP BUCKETS

CONTACT OUR
SALES TEAM TODAY

or visit our websit
bsite
m s t pa r t s g ro u p.co m
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Recycled Concrete – What is it and
what are the benefits?
Recycled Concrete can be an
efficient way to reduce material
wastage and bring down the costs of
a construction project. Use of
reclaimed materials has been on the
rise over the past few decades, due
to increasing environmental
consciousness amongst companies
and a rising awareness of the
benefits of using recycled
aggregates.
Old, brittle and unsightly concrete can get in
the way of a project, and so many assume the
best solution is to discard it. However, getting
rid of old concrete takes time and resources,
and costs can quickly ramp up. Thankfully, there
is a solution – recycling concrete.
What do we mean by “Recycled Concrete?”
Recycled concrete is material that has been created to
specification, by crushing and breaking existing concrete for
re-use as recycled aggregate. These recycled materials are
both strong and durable and have found use in a wide range
of construction projects – from roads and highways to car
parks and urban driveways. Recycled concrete is often used as
a subbase for these projects but can also be mixed with new
materials and used in new concrete.
What are the benefits of Recycled Concrete?
There have been significant efforts to increase use of recycled
materials since World War 2, however it is only in recent years
that studies have been carried out on the efficiency of their
properties. Furthermore, it is estimated that 40% of all landfill
waste in the US comes from construction projects. With
increasing expectation for businesses to increase their
environmental efforts, the spotlight is firmly on the
construction industry.
Recycling concrete reduces reliance on virgin materials, and so
in turn reduces the environmental pressure associated with
the exploiting and transporting
these new materials. It also
avoids useful materials
ending up in landfills when
they could be repurposed.

How to recycle concrete?
Recycling concrete can be done in two ways – either by
transporting it to a quarry to be crushed, or on-site using a
mobile concrete reclaimer such as the Rapid Reclaimer. There
are pros and cons to both methods. On-site recycling costs
less and causes less pollution than the option of transporting
elsewhere. By carrying out the process on-site, there are also
time-saving benefits, as the process can be carried out there
and then.
Using the Rapid Reclaimer for recycling
concrete
The innovative Rapid Reclaimer is a mobile reclaiming unit for
the recovery of unused concrete. The unit recovers washed out
sand, aggregate and grey water and can process up to 20m3
of slurried concrete per hour. With its fixed position water jets,
aggregate conveyor and twin water giraffes, the Rapid
Reclaimer is the perfect mobile unit for on-site recycling. The
portable nature of the Rapid Reclaimer allows you to enjoy all
the time-saving and cost-saving benefits of using recycled
concrete, without the costs of transporting the materials offsite for crushing.
For more information on the Rapid reclaimer, contact us
directly or visit our website to find your local dealer.

Recycled concrete can also
be significantly lighter than
virgin concrete, which means
increased volume with each
weight order.
For businesses, using recycled
concrete can be a particularly
efficient cost-saving exercise. It
streamlines expenditure on landfill
taxes and unnecessary transport,
as the recycling of concrete can
often be done on-site. As landfills
become more stringent on what
materials can be accepted, it could
also reduce the time spent dealing
with regulations.
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Material Handlers

Blue supply five
generations of Fuchs
Handlers to Boden Group

Boden Group bolster their material handler fleet
with a new Terex Fuchs MHL 340F, their 5th
generation of Fuchs MHL model.
Boden & Davies Ltd was founded in the late 1950’s by Geoff
Boden, to this day the company is still owned and run by the
Boden family three generations down the line. The company
first started trading on a small site in Stockport, the
operations quickly outgrew the small site and the now the
company has multiple sites throughout the UK, linked by their
large road haulage fleet of over 60 vehicles.
Boden’s main depot is a 20-acre site as Astley, Manchester. At
this site they run a wood recycling operation, recycling all
types of waste wood with around 600-1000 tonnes arriving
on site per day. 100% of this waste wood is recycled using a
high-speed recycling process plant, with the recycled material
going into several different streams, including the chipboard
industry and the biomass sector.
The company have been purchasing machinery from Blue
Machinery Central since Blue’s inception in 2004, taking on
the UK’s very first Doppstadt DW 3060 slow speed shredder.
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Blue’s relationship with Boden’s has gone from strength to
strength ever since, supplying the customer with a number of
Slow-Speed and High-Speed Doppstadt Shredders, Doppstadt
SM Trommels and Fuchs Material Handlers.
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Material Handlers
Their recent purchase of the Terex Fuchs MHL 340F is Boden’s
fifth generation of Fuchs Material handler. The previous 340E
model is still serving the customer well, currently being used
to feed their biomass production for G50 grade. The E series
machine still works a full shift and has nearly 15,000
successful operating hours on it.
Boden’s brand new MHL 340F, fitted with a 800 litre grab, is
being used to feed their static wood processing plant. With its
13.7-meter reach, the handler proves to be a highly efficient
method of feeding the plant. The operator drives the material
handler into place, parks up and goes to work for 14-18 hours
a day, transferring material from stockpiles into a static
shredder.

We spoke with Mike Boden, who discussed the thought
process behind buying their new Fuchs MHL 340F: “It’s just a
case of reordering when we feel like we need to freshen up
the fleet. Our old 340E has been a highly productive machine
and is still performing well on our secondary wood processing
line. We have looked at other material handlers, however our
Fuch’s have always done exactly what we ask of them, so we
stay faithful to the tried and trusted brand”.
Mike then goes on to talk about the upgrades the MHL 340F
has on the 340E - “the biggest difference is
the cab comfort; the operators love sitting
in the new cab almost as much as they
love sitting in their front room! It’s warm,
comfortable and a lot quieter. Another key
benefit is its ease of use. An inexperienced
operator could jump on, pick up the
controls quite quickly and offer a good
level of productivity. The 340F also has
a better fuel return on the previous
model and is generally just a nice
upgrade on an already successful
formula”.

Finally, Mike was asked about the back up and support service offered by
Blue Central – “We have taken out a large R&M contract, which Blue
were happy to supply us with. This means we do not have to touch that
machine for the first 10,000 hours, offering us with piece of mind and
that if we have any problems an engineer will be out to sort it for us. Blue
Spares’ parts are always readily available with quick response times. If we
ever have a problem whether that be service or parts, we know that Blue
are just on the end of the phone and willing to help”.
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Metal Recycling

Greater operational reliability and more
sorting options in scrap and aluminium
recycling with STEINERT XSS® T EVO 5.0
In situations, for example, where recovered,
recycled aluminium is being used to produce
new products, aluminium manufacturers need
their secondary raw materials to display
consistently high levels of purity. This is one of
the challenges solved by sorting technology. For
the new “EVO 5.0" generation of machines,
STEINERT also provides a 4-year warranty on
the x-ray source and x-ray sensors. What’s
more, customers also benefit from continuing
software and hardware updates.
The high-resolution valve pitch of 6.25 mm enables even more efficient sorting
of fine material down to 5mm.

automatically in the new generation of machines. This vastly
reduces the amount of manual cleaning needed and
maintains a consistently high level of detection quality. The 4year warranty for the x-ray source and sensors provides
operational reliability and keeps operating costs low.
Downloadable e-book for guidance on sorting
options
STEINERT provides a warranty on the x-ray source and x-ray sensors for the new
“EVO 5.0” generation of machines; giving recyclers peace of mind for 4 years.

New software: Multilayer Data Evaluation provides even more distinguishing
criteria and the automatic x-ray monitoring and calibration of the x-ray sensors
help achieve consistently high levels of detection and sorting quality.

A so-called solution guide can be downloaded as an e-book
(download: https://steinertglobal.com/metalrecycling/aluminium-recycling/) to provide an initial overview
of the opportunities provided for sorting aluminium scrap and
other materials. Although aluminium scrap comes from
different sources like profiles and plates, incineration bottom
ash, shredder systems or Dense Media Separation (DMS), the
rough stages of the sorting process are similar: recovering
non-ferrous metals and upgrading the recovered metals, in
other words, producing pure metal types. The e-book provides
insight into both the heart of the systems – the STEINERT XSS
T EVO 5.0 – as well as the upstream magnet technology and
downstream fluorescence technology; of benefit to operators
of aluminium shredders, secondary smelters or processors of
waste incinerator ash. The downstream fluorescence
technology produces pure heavy metal fractions such as
copper, brass and zinc.

Dry density sorting using x-ray transmission is a proven
method that is used by hundreds of metal recycling firms
around the globe. Simply considering processors of the highperformance material aluminium, the sorting machine is used
to separate free heavy metals, aluminium compounds, free
magnesium and wrought and cast aluminium parts.
STEINERT’s ongoing development work now ensures specific
benefits for the sorting process.
The EVO 5.0 generation with new functions
Thanks to Multilayer Data Evaluation (MDE), the sorting
machine is able to use even more distinguishing criteria for
detection thanks to high-resolution object recognition and by
undertaking classification in parallel. Complex sorting tasks,
such as magnesium detection are solved easily. Automatic xray monitoring and calibration (AXM) of the x-ray sensors
help achieve consistently high detection and sorting quality.
The hardware has also been improved. The high-resolution
valve pitch of 6.25 mm enables even more efficient sorting of
fine material down to 5 mm. The x-ray scan area is cleaned

The new e-book on aluminium sorting outlines
the solutions and can be downloaded :
https://steinertglobal.com/metal-recycling/aluminium-recycling/

Given that aluminium is increasingly replacing conventional
materials, such as steel, and can be 100% recycled, this metal
has a very promising future. What’s more, using secondary
aluminium, also known as green aluminium, cuts energy use
in production by up to 90% compared with virgin material.
STEINERT’S key technology for saving energy is therefore an
investment in a better future.
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Metal Recycling

Waste management company based in
southern Germany invests in a
Rotorshredder from BHS-Sonthofen
Choosing the right
shredding solution is
important when
recycling aluminum
and aluminum scrap.
That is why a waste
management company
located in southern
Germany opted for the
proven Rotorshredder
(RS) from BHSSonthofen. This machine not only shreds the feed
material, but also optimally breaks up composites,
which results in fractions with a high degree of
purity.
Pre-shredded profile rails as
feed material next to the
Rotorshredder (type RS 2018)

Aluminum scrap accumulates in many different forms, ranging
from aluminum profile rails and Zorba fractions to shredder
heavy fractions. A major challenge for recycling plants is
contamination with other materials. For example, wood, plastic,
and even other metals adhere to the sought-after aluminum.
Which is why the materials need to be separated when
processing these mixtures. For this reason, a waste management
company based in southern Germany turned to BHS-Sonthofen
at the end of 2019 in search of a new recycling solution for the
30,000 metric tons of non-ferrous metals that the company
recycles annually.
The ideal choice: the Rotorshredder from BHSSonthofen
The processing expert had already had good experiences with
technology from BHS-Sonthofen in the past. The company once
again opted for BHS-Sonthofen, primarily due to the longevity
and precise fit of the recycling solutions. Christian Kühn, Sales
Director for Recycling & Environmental Technology at BHSSonthofen, explains: “The proven Rotorshredder of type RS 2018
was fitted with additional reinforcements for the processing of
aluminum in accordance with the special requirements.” After
receiving a hardened housing, a double-walled base, and a new
suspension system, it was commissioned in December 2019. The
waste management company is satisfied with the start-up phase
as well as the first months of operation.
The No. 1 experts in recycling
The recycling of raw materials plays an increasingly important
role. For example, a recycling plant’s profitability hinges on high
purity levels in particular. BHS-Sonthofen considers each
application individually and chooses a shredding solution
appropriate to the situation. “Impurities are a major problem
when it comes to aluminum scrap,” explains Christian Kühn. “It’s
not just about shredding the feed material, but it’s also about
breaking down the materials in particular.” The Rotorshredder
uses selective shredding to do so; aluminum is ductile, impurities
such as plastic are hard and brittle. Impact forces deform the
aluminum, causing the impurities to break down. In the process,
the composites are efficiently separated from the feed material.
After classification takes place, the high-purity aluminum is
ready for sale. “It is to our advantage to have our own test
center where we can carry out tests on the entire recycling
process with the respective feed material, including the
subsequent profitability calculation,” explains Kühn. “We can
provide the customer with the exact machine or plant that is
suitable for their requirements.”

The profile rails
leaving the
Rotorshredder: not
only shredded but
broken down too.
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A WIRTGEN GROUP COMPANY

State of the art.

Forever young.
RETROFITTING BY BENNINGHOVEN
Retrofitting can be a more practical solution for an existing
plant rather than a new installation. By replacing outdated
components and adding the latest technological developments, existing plants are updated to the latest standard
while retaining the solid basic structure.

> Increased productivity / volume
> Compliance with legal standards /
environmental protection
> Technological expansion
> Extended service life of the plant
> Higher energy efficiency (savings)
> Application consulting and improved
asphalt quality

WIRTGEN LIMITED · Wirtgen Group House · Overﬁeld Park · Godfrey Drive rNewark · NG24 2UA
T: 03452 412770 · sales.gb@wirtgen-group.com · www.wirtgen-group.com/gb
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Asphalt & Bitumen

Renewing existing mixing
plants by retrofitting
Working in partnership to renew old technology
The usual service life of asphalt mixing plants
is easily twenty to thirty years – if not longer.
Over this unbelievably long period, a lot can
change in the world – requirements on formulas
and qualities of mixes, for example, and often
the official regulations operators have to comply
with in order to get an operating licence.
Benninghoven accompanies customers and
users through all the challenges of
modernization – with its very own retrofit
division.
Parameters which may change during the
working life of an asphalt mixing plant
Customers demand new, higher-quality asphalts which require
the plant to have specific dosing options. Legislators tighten
up emissions standards. The proportion of RAP fed to the
process is increased, reducing raw material costs –but only for
operators with the appropriate technology. Dust and noise
protection regulations (Germany’s “TA-Luft” and “TA-Lärm”,
for example) required to retain an operating licence are made
stricter – often because residential areas expand right up to
the asphalt mixing plant which used to be in an isolated
position. Alternative fuels are required for the mixing plant
burner.

Seven good reasons for a Benninghoven retrofit
1 State of the art: bringing the asphalt mixing plant up to
the current state of the art.
2 Protecting your existing site: ensuring that the site retains
its operating licence.
3 Sustainability and economy: replacement of components
and integration of recycling technologies pay for
themselves.
4 Optimization and efficiency: modern control technology
from Benninghoven improves plant performance.
5 Win-win: updating the plant can also be used as an
opportunity to satisfy individual requirements – serial
production solutions have already been developed from
customer ideas.
6 Improve instead of repair: the recommendation from
Benninghoven experts will leave plants in a better state
after the retrofit than before it.
7 All makes: Benninghoven retrofit solutions are also
possible for plants from other manufacturers.

Teamwork: low-loaders transport the new dryer drum to its final position. The
Guggenberger crew and the Benninghoven fitters complement one another
perfectly in this process.
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Asphalt & Bitumen
A retrofit from Benninghoven modernizes plants
from all manufacturers
Retrofit solutions to modernize existing asphalt mixing plants
make sense for lots of reasons – and are often more
beneficial than investing in new equipment. In densely
populated regions, a retrofit may well be more or less the
only option, as getting new local authority consent would
involve a complex process and the outcome would be
uncertain.
When an existing plant is renewed, on the other hand, new
consent becomes completely superfluous in many countries.
Benninghoven is the partner for mixing plant operators in all
retrofit projects – regardless of which manufacturer originally
installed the old plant. In the process, customers benefit from
the expertise and fairness which characterize Benninghoven.
Complete retrofit solution from a single source
From design to technical implementation to realization on
site: Benninghoven experts from the Wirtgen Group
subsidiaries accompany the retrofit process all the way from
establishment of contact to final acceptance. They also make
direct contact with the main factory. This is of particular value
to plant operators, because no two mixing plants are alike. A
great many solutions have to be adapted individually or even
worked out from scratch to make the plant future-proof. To
make sure everything comes together perfectly at the end, the
procedure is divided into three steps: development of a joint
retrofit plan, technical investigation and implementation at
the main Benninghoven factory, implementation of the new
technology on site.
Approaching retrofit projects with a plan from
the outset
Every Benninghoven retrofit project starts with an on-site
meeting. A team from the Wirtgen Group subsidiary which

Retrofit solutions from Benninghoven are developed in close
collaboration with customers and users.
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looks after the customer visits the customer with proven
Benninghoven experts. A written record is made of the plant
technology in situ and of all the desired changes, with
Benninghoven planning manuals a helpful tool in this process.
Photos of the plant and of the components to be renewed are
also taken at this initial meeting.
Individual customer solutions – delivered in
turnkey form
“A retrofit from Benninghoven is more or less a turnkey
solution,” says Markus Bühl, area sales manager for
Benninghoven products at the Wirtgen Group subsidiary in
Augsburg. A commission which supports this statement is the
project to retrofit the asphalt mixing plant in Mintraching,
owned by Guggenberger GmbH, where the aim was to renew
a Benninghoven BA 4000-type plant. The focus in this case
was to increase the performance and efficiency of the plant,
involving among other things replacement of the dryer drum
and the burner. It soon became clear that a standard drum
would not fit. Markus Bühl took this challenge back with him
to the main Benninghoven factory to develop a solution with
the Technical Office.
Technical investigation - Working out an
individual solution for the customer
Following on from the on-site meeting at the plant location in
Mintraching, the Wirtgen Group team discussed the
requirements of Guggenberger GmbH at the main
Benninghoven factory. “With this plant there was a whole
range of requirements which off-the-peg solutions were
unable to help with,” says Jörg Genetsch, expert in drying and
dust collection technology in Benninghoven’s Technical Office.
“However, we’re used to that with retrofit projects and can
implement even this kind of project economically for the
customer.”
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Asphalt & Bitumen
In developing the ideal solution, Benninghoven relies on
swarm intelligence – or in concrete terms, on the expertise of
the entire Technical Office paired with the experience of the
fitters on site. This is because the Benninghoven Technical
Office is practised in getting more performance out of old
technology and above all also in adapting existing technical
components to suit new ones. “We look at the old
components on site; these tell us what we need to take into
account and what needs improving,” says Jörg Genetsch.
Once the design process is complete, the engineers prepare
technical specifications and layout drawings.
Presentation and agreement with the customer
team
The Wirtgen Group team presents this entire technical
solution to customer representatives and discusses it with
them until the project is approved. “Right back at the project
planning stage, it was clear that the Benninghoven
professionals know what they are talking about. Their
expertise is considerable, so we felt we were getting good
advice and were in good hands right from the outset,” says
Karl Weiss, mixing plant supervisor at the Guggenberger
GmbH asphalt mixing plant in Mintraching.
Implementation of the new technology on site
Once the retrofit plan and all the new components have been
approved, they are made in the main Benninghoven factory
and transported to the job site. The customer’s plant staff and
Benninghoven service technicians often form a team, as was
the case in the Mintraching retrofit project. “And it works so
well!” says Thorsten Neidhöfer, one of the Benninghoven
fitters on site.

New higher-performance EVO JET 3 triple-fuel
burner
Modern Benninghoven technology was integrated in the
existing asphalt mixing plant which will allow the plant to
operate in an economical and environmentally friendly way
for years. The heart of this equipment is made up of the
burner and the dryer drum. With oil, liquid gas and coal dust,
the new EVO JET 3 burner can now fire three fuels instead of
two, which will make Guggenberger more independent of
fluctuating energy costs in future. A new coal dust dosing
system has been fitted for this fuel; its overhauled design will
bring key benefits for Guggenberger in terms of functionality,
safety and fuel consumption. What is more, the burner is
designed for higher performance and thus contributes to
increasing plant performance as a whole. Drying performance
increases significantly, especially in the production of mixes
such as stone mastic and mastic asphalts which are made
entirely from white mineral – in numerical terms, performance
increases from 140 t/h to 190 t/h.
Individual customer solutions:
customized retrofit components are
made at the main Benninghoven
factory.

Video “Retrofit dryer drum”:
www.wirtgen-group.com/retrofit-trockentrommel-benninghoven
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Asphalt & Bitumen

Optimizing recycled asphalt
pavement screening
WBy Lars Bräunling, MAJOR director of screening technology…
The high vibration of the wires, combined with the vibration of the screen box itself,
breaks apart stuck material to be sized and sent on to the next step in the process.

Millions of tons of
recycled asphalt
pavement (RAP)
is used in asphalt
mixtures each
year, and the
popularity of the
product is only
increasing. It
makes sense.
Virgin aggregate
isn’t cheap, and
there’s a ready
supply of RAP just waiting to be used.
High-vibration screen media can combat
recycled asphalt pavement challenges such
as inefficiency, blinding and stuck-together
material by improving stratification, solving
screening problems and reducing downtime.

After it’s milled from the road, taking advantage of RAP
requires special processing before it can be incorporated into
asphalt mix. An important step in RAP utilization is screening
to the correct spec. However, the nature of the material can
present challenges such as inefficiency, blinding and stucktogether material. High-vibration screen media can combat
those issues by improving stratification, solving screening
problems and reducing downtime.
Here are three key benefits of high-vibration wire screens for
screening RAP.
Greater Efficiency
Like most aggregates processes, RAP must be sent through a
crusher before it can be screened. Crushing isn’t cheap, so it
pays to optimize the screening process to ensure all right-size
pieces make it through the screen rather than being returned
to the crusher.
High vibration wire screens can improve screening efficiency
and cut crushing costs. Some manufacturers bond the wires
with polyurethane strips instead of weaving them. This allows
the wires to vibrate independently under material contact,

better spreading the material over the decks and improving
overall stratification.
Reduce Blinding
One reason for the high value placed on RAP is because it
retains much of the oil required to bond asphalt, reducing the
need to add binders to create a final product. However, that
beneficial feature for the final mix — combined with the fact
that RAP stockpiles often absorb large amounts of moisture
— translates to an abrasive and sticky product for screening.
The tricky agglomeration of RAP fines leads to blinding of
screen media openings. This is particularly true in warm
weather.
Because of its high vibration qualities, high-vibration screen
media is ideal for virtually eliminating blinding issues in most
applications. The independent movement of the wires
dislodges blinding material, optimizing open area for better
screening.
Dislodge Stuck Material
Similar to the blinding problems, the sticky nature of RAP
often results in material that has been crushed to size, yet
sticks together. On traditional screen media this might cause
pegging or improper stratification, allowing already-sized
material to get kicked back to the crusher. High vibration
screen media solves this problem. The high vibration of the
wires, combined with the vibration of the screen box itself,
breaks apart the stuck material to be sized and sent on to the
next step in the process.
RAP has a lot of potential advantages, but it takes the right
equipment to get the most out of it. With screening being an
important part of the process, it pays to give careful
consideration to screen media choices. Plus, consider
partnering with an OEM to ensure the selected screen media
is the best fit for the operation.
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Asphalt & Bitumen

Total UK launches Work Well
Portal for safety training in
the bitumen industry

Total UK Limited – Bitumen Division, has
launched a dedicated health and safety training
platform.

• Emergency shower specification – guidance on the
installation and operation of this important equipment
which can help treat burns.

Designed to enable industry professionals to meet their health
and safety obligations, the platform covers a range of topics
and best practice.

• Ground based pumps, which deliver bitumen at much
lower pressure than pressure discharge – the design,
installation, and maintenance of this equipment is critical
to safety.

Good health and safety working practices are important in
any environment. Exercising caution and following the correct
procedures for safely storing, handling, and transporting
bitumen are essential in order to minimise the risk of burns,
injury, and damage to equipment and the environment.
Launched to coincide with this year’s World Day for Safety
and Health at Work (28 April 2021), the platform covers a
range of bitumen health and safety topics and outlines the
processes that should be followed for safe working, including:
• Bitumen Discharge Permits – a Permit to Work document
to confirm authorisation of deliveries and that the grades
and volumes are correct.
• Personal protective equipment (PPE) – the importance of
wearing the correct PPE to prevent contact burns.
• Emergency shutdown procedure – essential guidance for
shutting down a bitumen delivery vehicle in the event of
an emergency.
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• Planned preventative maintenance – to ensure all
appropriate risk assessments are complete and relevant
site-specific procedures are followed.
The TOTAL Work Well Bitumen Health and Safety Guide can be
downloaded as a PDF from the platform. It can also be used
to train teams on the appropriate procedures for handling and
storing bitumen and what to do in an emergency situation.
Chris Milligan, Head of Bitumen Sales at Total UK, said: “At
Total, safety is more than a priority; it is a core value and
drives our decisions and strategy on an ongoing basis. We are
pleased to launch our health and safety platform and best
practice guide to help everyone understand their health and
safety responsibilities and implement processes and policies
that protect people, production, and the environment.”
To view or download the TOTAL Work Well Bitumen Health
and Safety Guide, visit
https://www.total.co.uk/business/bitumen/bitumen-healthsafety-portal
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“We’re recovering up to six new products
from heavily contaminated material.”
Viv Russell - Longcliffe Quarries Managing Director
As independent, family owned Longcliffe Quarries fast approachesits
milestone centenary celebrations, the company, founded in 1927, recently
partnered with wet processing equipment manufacturer CDE to help
realise its ambitious environmental objectives by unlocking value from its
discarded quarry by-product, a significant waste stream at its Brassington
Moor Quarry.
The Derbyshire-based business produces over one million tonnes of high
quality calcium carbonate powders and granules every year. Quarried
from pure limestone deposits, its calcium carbonate products are vital
components in animal feeds and pet foods. Its powders and granules are
also supplied into the glass, plastics, and pharmaceutical industries and
many more.
“We are quite a wasteful industry,” remarked Longcliffe Quarries
Managing Director Viv Russell, adding that the company generates
“about 300,000 tonnes of waste per year.”
The materials processor, in an effort to strengthen its commitment to
sustainability in the UK’s quarrying sector, sought to address the issue by
investing in a state-of-the-art turnkey CDE wet processing solution.
Previously discarded clay-bound material is now being processed through
the wet processing plant at a rate of 220 tonnes per hour recovering up
to six different products from heavily contaminated material and creating
new, high-value revenue streams for Longcliffe Quarries.
High-quality single-sized aggregates and sand grades are among the key
products being recovered which is maximising available reserves and
supporting Longcliffe Quarries to realise its environmental targets by
upgrading its low-grade quarry by-product into saleable resources which
can be returned to the local construction market.
Longcliffe Quarries is committed to a sustainable future and its CDE
solution is supporting the company to achieve zero-carbon quarrying
operations by 2027. Already, 98% of its energy is generated by renewable
sources. Its CDE wet processing solution, the single largest investment
made by Longcliffe Quarries, has led to a significant 12% reduction in the
quarry’s load and haul fuel usage by efficiently processing its clay-bound
material. The company’s recent achievements in further enhancing its
environmental footprint follows an almost 70% reduction in net
emissions recorded at Brassington Moor Quarry since 2014/15. CDE
operates a unique co-design approach which involved working closely
with Longcliffe Quarries to design a customised wet processing solution
tailored to meet its specified commercial and environmental objectives as
well as integrating seamlessly with the existing equipment already on
site.

Engineered to maximise product yield from heavy clay-bound feedstock,
the resulting plant features an R4500 primary scalping screen; CDE’s
signature AggMaxTM modular logwasher setup for scrubbing and sizing;
CDE’s patented EvoWashTM classification and dewatering system; and an
AquaCycleTM thickener for industry-leading water management.
Oversize product is fed into the R4500, the high-power conditioning
system created to handle the most difficult and heavily contaminated
material. This prescreening method removes the +90mm oversized
material and classifies it for further processing. The AggMaxTM combines
feeding, scrubbing, screening and sizing on one chassis. Suitable for a
variety of material streams and across various industries, it maximises
product yield from feed material producing a wide range of sand and
aggregate products. CDE’s EvoWashTM fines material classification systems
recovers and dewaters fines producing consistent graded sand products
ready for market straight from the belts.
Central to the system and to addressing the availability of clean water at
Brassington Moor Quarry is CDE’s AquaCycleTM thickener. It is supporting
Longcliffe Quarries to maintain its environmental commitments by
allowing for up to 90% of the process water to be recycled and
recirculated back into the system.
Offering near-total independence from fresh water supplies, the CDE
wash plant requires only a small top-up water supply resulting in a highly
efficient system extending significant operational savings to Longcliffe
Quarries.
In addition, the plant also features CDE CORE, a suite of smart
technology tools that offers plant operators greater control over their
plant and access to real-time data on how their plant is operating to
maximise plant uptime and throughput.
The total solution delivered by CDE has exceeded expectations and is
supporting Longcliffe Quarries to both maximise new commercial
opportunities with its recovered sand and aggregate products and
achieve its longer-term sustainability aims.
The materials processor is now processing high volumes of low-grade
feed responsibly and efficiently, turning heavy clay-bound material into
saleable products for the ready-mix and decorative markets.
Talk to CDE today about your processing needs - cdeglobal.com
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Leading the industry with a complete
range of material processing and handling
machines
There is no missing a McCloskey – the
unmistakable bright green and yellow machines
can be seen across the UK, indeed the world
over, with a global reputation for high
performance products that have introduced
many of today’s key mobile screening and
crushing innovations.
McCloskey Equipment is one of the largest suppliers of mobile
crushing and screening equipment in the UK. Under the
leadership of Noel McCloskey, McCloskey Equipment provides
a complete range of Crushers, Shredders, Screeners, Trommels,
Stackers and Washing Systems.
Crushers
McCloskey’s complete range of Crushers include Jaws,
Impactors and Cones, available in a variety of sizes and
options. With an outstanding reputation, McCloskey Jaw range
starts with the mobile J35 Compact Crusher – ideal for
operators with limited space or multiple sites – and currently
extends up the J50, which boasts the widest jaw and largest
stockpile height in its category.
The Impactor range was recently extended with the new I4C, a
heavy- duty compact crusher – full story p11 – which joins
McCloskey’s well-proven range of Impactors, including the I34,
I44 and I54. All machines are available with a recirculation
option which incorporates a screen within the machine to sort
and recirculate oversized material, to produce finer, final
product.
McCloskey recently updated their Cone Crusher range, with the
new C2, C3 and C4 machines. Their Cone Crushers deliver a
high volume of reliably sized and shaped product, with both
the C3 and C4 available as recirculation models.
Shredders
Last year, McCloskey expanded its range to include Shredders,
with the VTS95 joining the line-up. The VTS95 is a slow speed,
twin shaft machine with an extremely robust hydraulic drive
system with heavy duty, durable shafts. The cutting table
features eight knifes as standard, with 10 and 12 knife options
also available for different end particle sizes.
Screeners
McCloskey offer two series of Screener – the R-Series and SSeries – alongside is compact options. The R-Series starts with
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the compact R70, a versatile, heavy-duty screener that can be
transported easily and economically, perfect fit for contractors
with large numbers of smaller heavy-duty construction,
demolition, and remediation projects. The R-Series extends up
to the R230, capable of operating as a standalone plant
producing finished product, or as a primary scalping
component to the very largest of portable crushing spreads.
The S-Series is renowned for its fine sand screening and is
impressing customers worldwide with its production capacities.
All models are available in double or triple deck formations,
with the S130 the most compact in the range up to the S250,
one of the world’s largest mobile screeners.
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Stackers
McCloskey stackers focus on efficiency; from their quick setup
times to high degrees of mobility, throughput and stockpile
capacity are maximised. All machines feature a large hopper,
an impact section under the feeder, full-length guarding, and
adjustable feed height.
Designed to stockpile/transfer material directly from mobile
crushing and screening plants, McCloskey stackers offer the
flexibility and mobility needed to ensure that the stockpiling
process is as fast and efficient as possible, eliminating the
double handling of materials.
Washing Systems
McCloskey Equipment also design, supply and commission
Wash Plants from the dedicated Washing Systems
manufacturer MWS Equipment. Recently updated from MWS
Washing Systems (previously McCloskey Washing Systems),
MWS Equipment design and manufacture reliable, highly
productive wet processing equipment for the Materials and
Minerals Washing industry, with its SANDSTORM, AGGSTORM,
CSP ranges the cornerstone of the MWS Product Line.
Total Support for Customers
A wide range of industries are supported by McCloskey
Equipment, including aggregates, landscaping, infrastructure
and road building, construction and demolition, mining, waste
management and recycling.
By comparison, McCloskey also offer solutions for smaller
contractors; the mini sizer features a double deck screenbox
and provides contractors with a clean, saleable product,
increasing the quality of their material, reducing waste cost,
and creating new revenue streams for their business. The
Kompaq delivers the same benefits in a mobile, robust package
popular with recycling, composting, topsoil, landscaping, and
contract building industries.
Trommels
McCloskey has a long heritage with Trommels. One of
McCloskey’s first products, there are five models available
today including the 512, 516, 621, 628 and the 733. Every
model offers a combination of high production rates,
versatility, ease of use and unrivalled strength to deliver high
quality product. McCloskey trommels are used the world over
in a variety of industries including construction
and demolition, topsoil, compost, waste
recycling, amongst many others.

McCloskey Equipment operates from purpose-built facilities in
Didcot, Oxfordshire, offering parts distribution, servicing, and
machinery overhaul within fully equipped workshops. A fleet of
experienced mobile service engineers are also based on the
facility.
Over the last several years, McCloskey Equipment has gone
from strength to strength, thanks to the proven performance of
McCloskey machinery that is field tested worldwide, and the
wealth of knowledge of McCloskey Equipment’s professional
and experienced personnel. Collectively, McCloskey Equipment
offers over 100 years of experience of machinery and
processing in every application, including the quarry and
recycling industries.
Latest news from McCloskey Equipment
For more information about McCloskey Equipment, visit their
website at www.mccloskeyequipment.co.uk and make sure you
follow them on social. They are active across all the
major platforms, including Facebook, Instagram,
LinkedIn, Twitter, and YouTube, sharing the latest
news, service updates and new machine
announcements daily. Search for
“McCloskey Equipment” or use their
[at]mention @McCloskeyEquipment.
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We have come a long way…we have more
to do – Terex Washing Systems
Humble Beginnings
With more than half a century of washing experience already
under its belt and a proactive Research & Development team
that never stands still, Terex Washing Systems (TWS), have a
proud and rich history and heritage. TWS as a division of
Terex, was established in 2012, and in this time, they have
continued to commit time and resource in developing and
investing in the R&D, latest technologies, and systems, in the
wet processing world. However the reality is the hard work in
taking this business to the position they are in today, the
strength and depth they now have across their product
portfolio offering ‘End to End’ Washing Solutions, including
the more recent AquaClear Water Management Solutions and
GreenLine Engineered Recycling Solutions, in fact started many
years ago. Their beginnings can be traced right back to before
1960 within the Finlay and Powerscreen product lines.
The Mid 60’s saw the development of the very first Washing
Plants and the following decade saw the launch of the MK1
and MK11 Rinser range. It wasn’t long before Powerscreen &
Finlay began to realise the crucial need and potential opening
in the market. They knew that the natural sand & gravel supply
would soon be exhausted, and with stricter building and
construction specifications being written for aggregate usage.
As technology started to advance in the late 70’s, the Sand
Saver Dewaterers soon phased out and were replaced by the
more sophisticated and modernised Screw Recovery
Dewaterers, later to be called the Trident range.
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The 90’s saw the establishment of a dedicated washing
department, set up by both companies Finlay and Powerscreen,
and by the noughties the demand for washing was expansive,
so TWS was established in 2012 as the sole provider of
washing solutions within Terex. The learnings, the continuous
improvement, the unremitting investment in R&D and product
expansion over the preceding decades; all the hard yards put
in by engineers, channel partners, and the consistent
partnership approach with customers; that heritage building
pioneering approach to the wet processing industry, and their
learning achievements allowed them to continue to innovate;
and all have grown from their humble beginnings and has
shaped their journey so far.
While its roots are firmly established locally in County Tyrone,
Terex Washing Systems enjoys a reach that is truly globally.
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On Your Doorstep
With their headquarters in Ireland, they are supported by a
Global Dealer Network of over 70 dealers. Whilst TWS continue
to navigate through these unprecedented times, now more
than ever this Global Dealer Network has been fundamental in
providing local and regional on the ground support to their
customers across the world. In addition they have a significant
support model from local Terex footprints globally too, such as
Jacques in Melbourne, Australia and Louisville in Kentucky,
USA for example; and that local support backbone of their
business has become ever so more important in allowing their
customers to continue operations; continue installations, startups and commissioning; supported locally and also supported
remotely from their Headquarters in Ireland with the
technology at their disposal. This local support is something
that sets them apart from many of their competitors.
Let Us Clarify
In aiming to go further; they have spent a number of years
developing their portfolio of accompanying AquaClear water
treatment solutions and products; acquiring that expertise with
a relentless goal to be a single source partner for entire
solutions that are perfectly balanced to match the needs of the
front end-equipment, delivering those products again
successfully to the market globally at scale. >
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Engineered Recycling Solutions
Havening completed that pioneering step,
and being confident and comfortable in
their ability, the recent launch of GreenLine,
Engineered Recycling Solutions, simply puts
together all of their years of expertise in
easy to understand, tailored, packaged
solutions, designed to deal with the various
recycling segment materials, muck-away,
trommel fines, C&D and many more, across
differing capacity levels, and different levels
of investment. The TWS front end processing
products packaged with their back end
AquaClear, Water Management Solutions,
alongside the addition of some of our
patented specialist units, launching in the
coming months, make it the perfect time for
them to simplify the wash recycling market.
Coupling our equipment along with our
expertise into fixed solutions for various
materials from 60tph right through to
300tph, in an out-of-the-box approach,
whilst maintaining the ability to easily tailor
for particularly specialist applications,
demystifying the seemingly complex world
of wash recycling. GreenLine Engineered
Recycling Solutions - From a single OEM.
For more information on TWS and to discuss
your washing needs contact us on:
E: TWS.Sales@terex.com
www.terex.com/washing
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Turnkey Aggregate
Washing Solutions
Molson Washing complete the installation of a CDE aggregate
washing plant at Wroxton Fields Quarry to recover sand & clean
aggregate from a former ironstone mine in Oxfordshire….
The Old Wroxton Ironstone Works was originally established in
1917 and became the second largest site of its kind in the
country. At its peak, it was producing 2 million tonnes per year
and was served by the rail network. The current Wroxton Fields
Quarry, near Banbury, encompasses 68ha of substantial
ironstone reserves suitable for construction fills.
Utilising the latest in aggregate washing technology from the
Molson aggregate washing manufacturer partner CDE, the
expert Molson Washing team have handed over a turnkey
aggregate washing plant to Earthline that will recover graded
aggregates and sand with a distinctive colour, thanks to the
materials high iron oxide content.
Capable of processing up to 150t per hour, this state-of-the-art
system has been designed and installed, through to client
handover by Molson Washing. By taking this approach,
Earthline have been able to take advantage of the substantial
experience and expertise of the Molson Washing team, whilst
simplifying their supply chain and not requiring multiple
suppliers to complete this complex project.
With the feedstock fed into the plant via a Terex Finlay 390
screener, the material feed is regulated at an even, steady flow.
From the 390, the material goes directly into a CDE M1500

water boiling box to pre-soak the material prior to the sand
rinsing screen with an integrally mounted Evowash sand
system. This system introduces water to the material in order
to break it apart, separating the +4mm element which
continues through to a CDE AggMax 163R.
The -4mm material is then pumped by two sand pumps
through the system which utilises both hydra-cyclones and a
de-watering screen to break apart and then separate the
material into a course and fine sand product. The coarse
sand(also known as sharp sand) is a commonly used material
in the construction industry. Whilst the fine sand is then able to
be utilised in the manufacture of other construction products,
such as mortar or brickwork or cable sand.
The +4mm product is fed directly into a CDE AggMax 163R log
washer. The log washer breaks apart sticky material by virtue
of severe stone on stone attrition and the material is moved
up through a water bath. This is fitted with paddles aligned in
fan arrangement to maximise both the efficiency and lifespan
of the log wash shaft & components, whilst ensuring maximum
productivity. To ensure the highest quality finished products, at
this stage any lightweight contamination is removed and
recovered utilising a trash screen.
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The remaining material is then dropped onto a rinsing screen,
recovering three sized gravel products. Any residual sand
generated is then recovered & sent back to be processed by
the Evowash system.
Phillip Copelstone, Earthline Managing Director said, “We have
worked with John and the team at Molson Washing for some
time now. Their approach means that we can come to one
supplier from start to finish, which allows us to concentrate on
our bread and butter rather than tying up resource managing a
number of contractors to complete this sort of project.
“Aggregate washing and the equipment required is a complex
subject, so having a team with the knowledge and resources
that Molson Washing has is essential for me. I know that with
John and the team, I will get the right answer – not a quick
answer.”

John Dunne, Molson Washing Director said, “We have a great
working relationship with Phillip and his team. They have a
clear understanding on what they want to achieve and work
with us to make sure their production goals are met. We
understand that product demands can change. So, we always
use our experience to make sure the plant is as versatile as
possible to potential changes in requirements, whilst meeting
the demands of today.”
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A unique customer proposition of Molson Washing is the
ability to offer a complete solution, including the machinery to
load and move material around their wash plant, thanks to the
extensive range offered by other Molson Group divisions. This
allows customers to simplify their supply chain further, whilst
maximising their buying power with a “Single Source Supply”,
strategy.
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Ready for new tasks at the push of a button:
LIKUFIX quick-change system available for
other Liebherr wheel loaders
• LIKUFIX enables hydraulic equipment to be changed safely and conveniently at
the push of a button from the cab
The fully automatic LIKUFIX quick-change
system, an in-house development by Liebherr
and well established in Liebherr hydraulic
excavators, has also proven itself in the
medium-sized series of wheel loaders in recent
years. A solution that truly comes into its own in
operations involving multiple working tools.
The LIKUFIX quick coupler system allows the
operator to safely and conveniently change
mechanical and hydraulic working tools at the
push of a button from the cab.
Liebherr is increasing the availability of its fully automatic
LIKUFIX quick-change system for additional wheel loader
models. LIKUFIX is now available for the two compact loaders
L 506 and L 508, for the two stereo loaders L 507 and L 509 as
well as for the XPower® large wheel loaders up to the L 580.
As before, LIKUFIX is still available for the medium-sized
Liebherr wheel loaders L 526, L 538 and L 546.
Thanks to LIKUFIX: Quick and safe equipment
changes when operating a wheel loader
The smaller Liebherr wheel loaders from the L 506 Compact to
the L 509 Stereo are known as versatile all-rounders. With
LIKUFIX the flexibility increases even further. The machine
operator can switch, for example, between a hydraulic 4-in-1
folding shovel, a forklift or a sweeper within seconds at the
push of a button. The hydraulic lines are connected
automatically and reliably with LIKUFIX which means no
valuable time is lost.
Working with hydraulic tools such as high dump buckets,
buckets with hold-down devices, log grapplers or separator
buckets is typical for larger Liebherr wheel loaders. This is why
Liebherr also offers its fully automatic quick-change system for

As can be seen here with an L 507 Stereo,
the LIKUFIX hydraulic coupling is safely
and robustly installed on the quick coupler

Thanks to LIKUFIX,
efficient and safe
switching between
different hydraulic
working tools is
possible.

larger wheel loader models. LIKUFIX makes it possible for the
machine operator to easily change these and other tools at the
push of a button from the cab. This increases safety, because
when changing equipment, there is no need to leave the cab
and therefore no risk, for example, of going out into the site
traffic at a recycling yard.
The LIKUFIX quick change system is prepared for tough
requirements. The hydraulic coupling is supported by springs.
The forces that act on the quick coupler are therefore not
transferred to the coupling system. Even with long periods of
use, the connections between the hydraulic circuits remain
absolutely tight. To make maintenance easier, all moving parts
are easily accessible. If necessary, customers can easily carry
out cleaning and simple maintenance activities such as
changing a seal themselves.

Expanded availability: LIKUFIX is now also
available for a large number of Liebherr large
wheel loaders, such as the L 556 XPower®.
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Fuel-efficient production with Terex
Trucks Stage V articulated haulers
Recently updated with the EU Stage V emission-compliant engine, the Terex
Trucks TA300 and TA400 articulated haulers now deliver an improvement in fuel
efficiency of up to 7%...
Articulated hauler specialist Terex Trucks has
recently introduced its new EU Stage V
emission-compliant TA300 and TA400 dump
trucks. Both haulers now boast a reduction of up
to 7% in fuel consumption when compared to the
Stage IV engine. Customers in Europe will also
benefit from the haulers’ strong engine
performance and excellent responsive power in
all conditions. No matter the application –
whether that’s construction, quarrying or
mining – the new Stage V engine allows for
faster response at all engine speeds and an
efficient combustion performance, thanks to its
Variable Geometry Turbo (VGT). All of this
boosts operators’ efficiency while keeping the
total cost of ownership low.
“The Stage V compliant engine for the TA300 and TA400 is
part of our focus on delivering efficient, productive, highquality and durable articulated haulers, while keeping the total
cost of ownership down,” says Kenny Price, Regional Sales
Manager for EMEA at Terex Trucks.
Strong performance in demanding work
environments
Just like the Terex Trucks Stage IV haulers, the new Stage V
TA300 and TA400 are equipped with Scania DC9 and DC13
engines. Thanks to a drivetrain that’s perfectly matched with
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the engine, the trucks deliver a powerful performance and
excel in demanding work environments. For heightened levels
of operational safety and control, an engine exhaust brake is
installed as standard; this also reduces brake component wear.
The haulers also come with three-stage aspirated air filtration,
which provides increased engine protection to lengthen
maintenance intervals. All of this helps deliver strong, durable
engine performance and keeps the total cost of ownership low.
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Better than ever before
The 28-tonne (30-ton) TA300 has a maximum payload of 28
tonnes (30.9 tons) and a headed capacity of 17.5 m³ (22.9
yd³). The hauler comes with a maximum speed of 55 km/h (34
mph), eight forward gears as well as four reverse gears. This
increases operational efficiencies and helps to ensure
smoother gear shifting and thereby higher levels of operator
comfort. In addition, Terex Trucks engineers increased the
length of time between oil maintenance intervals from 1,000
to 4,000 hours. All of this means that customers can be more
productive, achieving faster cycle times, lower cost per tonne
and reduced carbon emissions.
The TA400, the largest articulated hauler on offer from Terex
Trucks, has a maximum payload of 38 tonnes (41.9 tons) and a
heaped capacity of 23.3 m³ (30.3 yd³). It’s designed to meet
the demands of the most extreme operations such as quarries,
mines and large-scale construction projects. The planetary gear
transmission provides smooth, efficient gear shifting for
optimized fuel consumption and reduced cost of operation, via
its 6,000 hours fluid maintenance interval. Ground level test
points and a fully tilting cab, combined with an electronically
raised hood, ensure ease of service and maximum uptime.
Reliable machines for all global markets
The TA300 and TA400 Stage V engine’s effective aftertreatment
system uses selective catalytic reduction (SCR) technology,
removing the need for exhaust gas recirculation (EGR). This
way, no exhaust gas is returned to the combustion chamber of
the engine, helping to improve efficiency and durability of the
machine. The diesel oxidation catalyst (DOC) and a largecapacity diesel particulate filer (DPF) ensure the engine meets
the latest EU emission standards.

“Over the last six years under the ownership of Volvo
Construction Equipment (Volvo CE), we’ve made substantial
improvements to the quality and performance of the TA300
and TA400,” says Paul Douglas, Director and General Manager
of Terex Trucks. “We’re also heavily investing in the factory,
systems, employees, distribution network and aftermarket
services. We’ve come a long way over the last few years, and
there has never been a better time to invest in a Terex Trucks
articulated hauler.”

Terex Trucks offers fully compliant, cost-efficient haulers to all
global markets, with the new European Stage V system
complementing the Tier 4 Final range of
articulated haulers for the North American
market and the Tier 2 range designed for the
non-regulated markets across the world.
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Bulk Handling
Donghua Limited has re-categorised its extensive Drive
Chain products into three ranges making it easier for
customers to identify the right chain solution.
The three new ranges are:
The Standard Range: features a variety of standard
chain manufactured with precision to suit simple drives with
large diameter sprockets or complex drives with multiple
sprockets and high load bearings.
The new Premium Range: offers customers ultimate
solution to problems with chain wear, chain fatigue, high
speed, lubrication, chain length accuracy and chain strength
offering optimum performance in extreme conditions. A new
Premium Range chain is being launched in the UK later this
year.

Aimed specifically for the after-market, EXL Chain is designed,
manufactured and tested for unbeatable accuracy and
performance in arduous conditions, offering enhanced wear
and fatigue resistance and greater precision.
The EXL Chain has optimised cylindrical parts which improve
sliding contacts to help increase service life. It also
incorporates Donghua’s unique ‘Easy Break Technology’ which
enables the EXL Chain to be cut in the field using Donghua’s
Plate Extractor tools.

The Solution Range: offers our customers a genuine
solution to problems with chain wear, chain fatigue,
corrosion, high speed, lubrication, chain length accuracy and
chain strength with specific build features designed to
enhance durability and withstand a range of arduous
environments.
The Solution Range incorporates Donghua’s existing Heavy
Super Power (HSP) Chain designed for aggressive
environments and a popular chain in the UK; Self-Lubricating
(SLR) Chain with self-lubricating characteristics; Chromized
Pin (CP) Chain with added chrome pin surface coating
resulting in super-hard pins; plus the new EXL Chain.
EXL Chain offers significant benefits over standard Roller
Chain. It utilises different materials, material treatments and
layer technologies offering the best possible quality/price
ratio for all applications.

Chain Selection Chart
For help selecting the correct chain solution, use Donghua’s
new Chain Selection Chart. The handy chart provides a visual
1-5 star rating with recommendations for each chain product.
It’s a must-have reference document in an engineer’s toolkit.
Download the Chain Selection Chart at:
https://www.donghua.co.uk/roller-chain or for a hard copy
call 01902 866 200.
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New ready-mix business chooses Liebherr
An Essex company has chosen Liebherr
equipment for its new ready-mix business after
listening to the recommendations of other
concrete producers.
Brice Aggregates produces virgin sand and gravel at its
Witham quarry and, as Managing Director Oliver Brice
explained, it was a logical step to begin using those highquality aggregates to produce ready-mixed concrete.
Having taken the decision to set up Brice Concrete, the next
move was to find the ideal combination of batching plant
and mixer drums. “We looked at a number of products and
spoke to other concrete producers, the majority coming back
with very positive comments about the Liebherr packages,”
said Mr Brice. “We visited a number of Liebherr installations
and liked the build quality of the batching plants. That build
quality and reliability was something we also saw in the
mixer units.”
Satisfied with its research, the company placed an order for a
Mobilmix 2.5F batching plant and four HTM 905F mixer units
mounted on Scania 8x4 chassis.
Mobilmix plants are quickly installed thanks to the main
components being designed for easy transportation and
erection. For example, Brice’s plant was delivered, installed
on its concrete pads and commissioned in just a week thanks
to the pre-wired design and integrated control container.
The 2.5F model has a class-leading output of up to 115m3
per hour via a 2.5m3 DW mixer, an arrangement that makes
life easier for concrete plant supervisor Gavin Dickens. “The
system is set up so that we are able to batch consistent
quality material each and every time. Batching time is also
minimal which means we are able to keep to a minimum the
standing time for the trucks when they arrive back at the
quarry.”
Years of experience in the concrete industry means he
recognises quality when he sees it. “Everything is laid out so
well. The design of the plant makes it easy to maintain and
easy to clean.”
The HTM 905F drums have a nominal capacity of 10.5m3 but
to ensure UK weight regulations are adhered to, Brice limits
the fill to 7.5m3. “This is ideal for us as it is just three
batches from the plant,” said Mr Dickens.
Mixer drums are fitted with Liebherr’s optional EMC mixer

control system to balance the carrier’s engine speed and
torque, so reducing fuel consumption and wear on the truck’s
drive train. Also, the constant speed drive function of EMC
reduces the number of revolutions during a trip, prolonging
the drum’s service life.
Liebherr’s latest generation drums have been improved in a
number of ways. The rear ladder and platform have been
enlarged – and the ladder now fabricated in aluminium for
weight reduction – the rear chute has been lifted to enable
better discharge from the drum and a new oil cooling system
integrated into the drum’s drive system means greater
cooling capacity and lower noise levels.
The Liebherr products have impressed the Brice team and are
delivering exactly as expected. “I cannot fault the products or
the back-up we have received from Liebherr at Biggleswade
and the engineers who have been out to install the plant and
help set it up,” said Mr Brice.
The high-output plant is producing wet batched concrete for
distribution throughout Essex by a fleet of 10 Scania tippers,
servicing customer requirements ranging from single loads up
to the largest pours.
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Bulk Handling

How long does it take to
break a habit?
During difficult times it seems easier to ''just
get on with it'', trying to adjust to accommodate
the way we always did things.
But last year has taught everyone to adapt, which inevitably
led to embracing changes.
This brings us to the two completely different job sites we
witness. They took on MB Crusher attachments and in a very
short amount of time they changed their way of work, for the
better.
In the case of Legarza Exploration & Construction, they have
specialized in remote locations jobsites since 1992. With
nearly 29 years of expertise under their belt, they know
exactly how to tackle a site without roads, they are aware of
the struggle of bringing their equipment in, the time and
energy it takes to build the road to reach the actual site. Their
meticulous planning had helped them succeed in the past,
even if it has not been always full proof or cheap.
And then they reached a point when waiting for the material
to arrive at their remote site made them lose money. That
dreadful moment when the price increase in purchasing
aggregate has forced them to turn down some jobs. Costs
and time have a huge impact on pricing a job and when you
have always done the job in a certain way you can easily do
the math and realise if you are no longer earning as much as
you used to.
reduce the larger stones and river rock from the bank to
either a ¾ minus or a 3 in minus, and the MB-S18 screening
bucket is used to separate the fine portion laying around,
faster and cheaper process.
The other job site we viewed did not have a huge distance to
travel or the lack of roads, quite the opposite in fact as it is
located in one of the largest commercial port in India.
Get the job done quickly is the requirement here, and the MB
Crusher screening bucket is the ideal machine to help to keep
clear the loading dock from materials while reducing the
number of machinery and operators.

Instead of assuming that the good old ways would come
back and carry on as they were doing, they realised they
needed tools, a crusher, and a screener with portability so
that it could reach the site easily, even where the roads are
not yet made.
They needed MB Crusher's units!
When we talked to Bill Arthur, the company’s owner, he was
quick to admit that they still were “pretty new to the
bucket”. But he has already seen the benefits it has brought
to their job site. When we asked him to explain the benefits,
he told us the buckets have helped them “save time and
money, primarily on [their] budget” by eliminating material
purchasing and handling expenses.
So how long does it take to break a habit?
As long as the moment you decide to improve!
Legarza is now using what is available to create soft roads to
reach their jobs site. With MB’s BF80.3 crusher bucket they

As they had the backhoe that was previously used just to
move the material around, they installed the MB’s
attachment and instantly upgraded their BHL into a screening
plant.
Now, when the material is mixed in wrong ratios during the
unloading process or when lumps form due to moisture
penetration, they just use the screening bucket and in a
matter of minutes, the material is processed and reclaimed.
Moreover, the screening bucket can be easily moved from one
place to another, once the job is finished, to allow the
continuous passage of lorries, trucks and containers coming
and going from the port area.
How long does it take to change the way you
operate?
Just the realisation that the job is done a lot
faster!
At the port now they ensure maximum productivity, faster
than before, and the job is done better. Ladies and
gentlemen, that's a wrap.
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Mentor Training

Are you selecting the correct
MEWP for the job?
All industries and environments have their own
level of responsibilities and ways in which they
demonstrate competency throughout their
workforce; this will differ depending on the risk
levels of that particular site but will not
discourage the fact that competency is key to
maintaining any safe working environment and
having the right people and the right equipment
on site is vital.

Training on access equipment forms a huge part of our core
training service, accredited by IPAF for over 18 years. Our
courses cover all categories of mobile elevated work platforms.
A lot of workplace accidents on MEWPS are caused due to
factors such as the operational surroundings and weather
conditions with many resulting in falls from height or even
entrapment. However, one key consideration in these accidents
is whether or not the equipment was fit for purpose?
IPAF has recently addressed this issue and produced a course
that demonstrates a thorough site assessment and selection of
the correct mewp to carry out the job in hand. Recent IPAF
analysis states that underlying causes can be traced back to
attempting the job using an incorrect machine or untrained
operator or supervisor and following this, the new IPAF course
‘Site Assessment (Selecting the Correct MEWP)’ can now be
delivered.
The recently developed course is for those who hold a valid PAL
card certifying successful completion or IPAF Operator and IPAF
MEWPS for Managers training. The half day course can be
completed at an IPAF-approved training centre like our
Chesterfield training location or alternatively online via an
e-learning platform from the comfort of your own home.

To minimise any wrong doings or accidents on site, there is a
need for employers to not only assess the standard of operator
training and competency of the employees, but also their ability
to select the correct equipment required for the job prior to
commencement to ensure the task has been carried out in the
most efficient and safe way possible.

If you would like to find out more about this course if you
would like any guidance on how to correctly use a MEWP for
your industry sector, please get in touch with our team today –
01246 386900.
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Waterless Wheel
Cleaning
g System

Wash
is a Dirty
Word!

July-August 21
The DriveOn V-Tech Dr y Wheel Cleaning
System from EcoGreen Plant Hire Ltd
• No water to provide, waste or dispose of
• No water course contamination, or freezin
ng or icing
• No
N power required and no emissions
• No extra kit to hire – no pumps, generators, bowsers, lances etc
• No supervision required, and no breakdowns
• Reduces road sweeper hire, because it doesn’t make more mud!
• Up to 60% less surface area than other dry types

w w w.ecogreenplanthire.co.uk
080 0 130 3437

|

info@ecogreenplanthire.co.uk

MOBILE QUARRY, RECYCLING &
EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT - wheeled
loaders, excavators, dump trucks, skid steer
loaders, mini excavators, attachments,
quick hitch, buckets, tyres & chains, engines
& transmissions.
Editorial copy deadline 07/07/21
Advert copy deadline 16/07/21
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